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ABSTRACT 
Traditional data analysis techniques that depend on the selection of a model are vulnerable 
to model uncertainty. This thesis establishes some statistical properties of an alternative 
to model selection, a model combining method called Adaptive Regression by Mixing (ARM). 
This work implements and extensively studies ARM in the context of generalized linear models 
including ANOVA, loglinear and survival models. 
We have found applications for the general idea of model combining in each of the three 
settings, and have derived the theoretical risk bound of the combined estimator in each. 
In addition to demonstrating good theoretical properties and the empirical advantage of 
ARM in applications in all three settings, we have addressed specific issues and challenges 
posed by each setting. In combining loglinear models, we demonstrate how to apply ARM in a 
capture-recapture study and propose an approach to selecting a model list for combining given 
a high dimensional contingency table. In survival analysis, we empirically study combining 
different model classes. We also explore several measures to assess the predictive performance 
of a survival model. In the ANOVA setting, we propose model instability measures as a guide to 
the appropriateness of model combining in applications. We further systematically investigate 
the relationship between ARM performance and the underlying model structure. We propose 
an approach to assessing the importance of factors based on the combined estimates. 
Finally, to address general computational issues, we have empirically explored the permu­
tation times needed to produce stabilized weights for models and the relationship between 
ARM risk and the proportions used in the data splitting step of the algorithm. The results 
are largely consistent with our theoretical expectations. 
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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Model Selection and Model Uncertainty 
Statisticians are often called upon to analyze and interpret data and predict future values. 
Statistical models have been very popular tools in addressing these issues. A statistical model 
describes a formal data generating mechanism from which an observed set of data is assumed to 
have arisen. A model has many practical advantages: it gives a clear and simple picture of the 
underlying mechanism, it is often readily computable-involving simple matrix operations and 
maximum likelihood techniques in many cases, and the results are familiar to and interpretable 
by people with training in model oriented science. Models give great satisfaction in answering 
questions in a relatively definite way. 
In applications, multiple models can describe a given set of data. Thus researchers often 
have to compare competing models. Once a model is selected, it is fit, assessed, reported and 
interpreted. To help guide this process, researchers often resort to model selection criteria to 
help order or prioritize models. 
Many model selection methods have been devised for this purpose (see, e.g., Shao (1997) 
for a reference). Model selection has been implemented with great success over the past 30 
years. But at the same time, many problems have arisen with the practice of model selection. 
Significance testing is a popular tool for comparing different models. However, many dif­
ficulties are associated with this method. With large samples, the test tends to reject the 
null model even when the null model seems reasonable. Other difficulties arise when many 
models have to be considered in the earlier stage of the data analysis. Often the choice is 
made with a sequence of significance tests. Then the overall performance of the whole testing 
procedure is not clear. In sequential tests the misleading character of siginficance testing can 
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be compounded. For example, Freedman (1983) demonstrates a sequential testing procedure 
claiming to find a definite relationship between noise and noise in a simulation study. Another 
difficulty arises when several models seem reasonable but give different inferences about the 
quantities of interest. In this case, selecting one of them can be arbitrary. Also, the selection 
of a significance level is known to be arbitrary. 
Stepwise selection is a widely used model selection method, very often based on significance 
tests. It iteratively considers models that differ from the previous model by one variable and 
accepts or rejects those models based on a significance test or some other criterion (such 
as AIC). In forward selection, the procedure starts from the null model and adds variables, 
whereas in backward selection the procedure starts from the full model and removes variables. 
Efroymson (1960) combined these two selections and created stepwise selection, where each 
step can involve an addition or a deletion of a variable. Stepwise selection is easy to implement, 
and is therefore very popular. 
However, many studies have demonstrated the unsatisfactory properties of stepwise selec­
tion (Miller, 1990; Hocking, 1976). Some examples include: 
• It can not assure that the best subset of a given size will be selected (Hocking, 1976). 
• The level of the testing procedure is unknown. Stepwise procedure entails an iterative 
procedure of significance tests. The overall probability of type I error for the family of 
tests far exceeds the specified level of an individual test. It is difficult to estimate the 
true significance level of the whole procedure. 
• There is no consensus on the best criterion for adding or deleting a variable in each 
step. In practice, the p-value used ranges from 0.01 to 0.50. Different criteria will have 
a different impact on the final model selection. 
• It tends to select noise variables when some significance level is used. Simulation studies 
have shown that the stepwise procedure is prone to select noise variables as significant 
(Freedman, 1983; Altman and Anderson, 1989). 
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The approach of using a model selection criterion that is not stepwise and considers all 
the models in the selection step seems more universal and less subjective. Two of the most 
commonly used criteria are the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC; Akaike (1973)) and the 
Bayesian Information Criterion(BIC; Schwarz (1978)). 
AIC and BIC are derived from different perspectives: AIC tries to minimize the Kullback-
Leibler divergence between the true distribution and the estimates from a model while BIC 
tries to select a model with the maximum posterior probability. AIC and BIC have the form 
A I C  =  -2 L ( 6 )  +  2 k ,  
B/C = -2Z,(ê) + Iog(n)&, 
where L  is the loglikelihood of the model, 0  is the maximum likelihood estimate of the parameter 
vector, k is the number of parameters and n is the sample size. 
AIC and BIC have some desirable properties. It is well known that AIC is asymptotically 
optimal (e.g., Shibata (1983)) and BIC is consistent (Nishii, 1984). It is also well known that 
AIC tends to overfit the data and BIC tends to underfit the data under parametric assumptions. 
Adjusting the bias leads to several variants of AIC and BIC. Hurvich and Tsai (1989) developed 
a corrected version of AIC, called AICc, which is more unbiased and provides a better model 
choice in small samples, 
n  —  k  —  1  
Hannan and Quinn (1979) use a penalty term log log(n) x k  which lies between that of AIC 
and BIC, providing some compromise between these two procedures. 
However, all these efforts are directed at selecting a single best model and ignores a funda­
mental problem in model selection: model uncertainty. Model uncertainty arises wherever we 
assume that a model has a prespecified known form and takes no account of possible uncer­
tainty of model structure (see, e.g., Learner (1978); Hodges (1987); Faraway (1992); Chatfield 
(1995) for reference). Chatfield (1995) points out "it is 'well known' to be 'logically unsound 
and practically misleading' (Zhang 1992) to make inferences as if a model is known to be true 
when it has, in fact, been selected from the same data to be used for estimation purpose". It is 
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well accepted that ignoring model uncertainty leads to too optimistic inferences in data anal­
ysis, including too narrow prediction intervals and non-trivial biases in parameter estimates 
(Chatfield, 1995). 
The seriousness of model uncertainty can be distinctly revealed through model selection 
instability. Model instability arises when a small change in the problem (e.g., data) can cause 
the same model selection method to choose a quite different model. 
The following example demonstrates how a slight change in the data causes the drastic 
change in the inference. 
Efron and Gong (1997) analyzed a data set with 155 hepatitis patients, where 33 were 
observed to have died and 122 survived. There were 20 covariates (numbered 1 to 20) associated 
with each patient. They were interested in selecting the important covariates helpful for 
explaining the survival status of the patients. They fit a logistic model and used a stepwise 
selection method. Variables 13, 15, 7, 20 were selected as significant variables. 
Next they generated 500 bootstrap samples from the data and applied the same selection 
procedure to these 500 data sets. It turned out the variables 13, 15, 7 and 20 were selected as 
significant 37%, 48%, 35% and 59% of the time, none of them was selected more than 60% of 
the time. They concluded 'the results certainly discourage the causal nature of the predictors 
13, 15, 7 and 20'. 
Model uncertainty is observed in this example. How big is this uncertainty? It is desirable 
to propose some measures to quantify the uncertainty. In this thesis, we propose three ways 
to measure model selection instability. We can easily think of three situations where the 
data could be changed slightly: data values could be perturbed, as in measurement error, the 
data could be reduced, as in moving from a larger to a smaller experiment, or data could 
be redrawn from the same data generating process as in tests repeated over time. We call 
the three instability measures corresponding to these three tyes of data change perturbation 
instability, sequential instability, and parametric bootstrap instability, respectively. 
The idea of bootstrapping can be naturally used to measure model selection instability 
(see, e.g., Diaconis and Efron (1983)). We focus on the parametric bootstrap. Consider a 
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model selection method. The selected model is used to produce the estimated parameters. A 
new data set is generated using this fitted model. Next we apply the model selection method 
to the new data to see if the selected model changes. 
Sequential instability examines the consistency of selecting with different amounts of data. 
We expect that removing a small proportion of the data should not make much difference if a 
procedure is stable. We randomly remove a small proportion of the observations and reselect 
to see if the model selected changes. 
The technique of perturbation was used (e.g., Breiman (1996b)) to demonstrate instability 
and to obtain a stabilized estimator. Our usage of perturbation is for measuring instability. 
Here the perturbation approach involves perturbing each data point by a small amount and 
reselecting to see if the selected model changes. 
If a procedure is stable for data, we do not expect to see much difference when the data 
are changed slightly in these different ways. Unfortunately, model selection instability is a 
quite common phenomenon in statistics, as displayed in chapter 2 and 4 through some data 
examples in the loglinear model and ANOVA model context. 
The widespread existence of model uncertainty calls for solutions. As expressed by Chatfield 
(1995): 'we must stop pretending model uncertainty does not exist and start to find ways of 
coping with it'. 
One approach to addressing model uncertainty is to present several competing models, each 
with strong evidence from the data, as possible 'best' models. McCullagh and Nelder (1989) 
point out 'data will often point with almost equal emphasis on several possible models, and it 
is important that the statisticians recognize and accepts this'. However, while this approach 
addresses model uncertainty, there is no guidance on how to combine the results from different 
models or in making decisions when different models point to different conclusions. Combining 
the results from different models by averaging them seems a more desirable solution to this 
problem. 
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1.2 Model Averaging /Mixing 
Volinsky (1997) gives a detailed review of the history of model averaging/combining. Ac­
cording to his study, the idea of combining the results of different models can be traced back 
to Laplace (1818). In studying ordinary linear regression, Laplace considered two estimates 
of the regression parameter, the 'most advanced method' minimizing the sum of the squared 
deviations and the 'method of situation' minimizing the sum of the absolute deviations. He 
stated the conditions where the second method would be better. In addition, he claimed: 
'in combining the results of these two methods, one can obtain a result whose probability 
law of error will be more rapidly decreasing'. 
However, he did not give guidelines on how to combine the estimates. 
According to Volinsky (1997), one of the earliest attempts to combine different models on 
the same data was made by Bates and Granger (1969). In examining the two predictions 
from the Box-Jenkins model and the Brown method on airline passenger bookings in Barnard 
(1963), they showed that the average of these two forecasts predicted better than either one 
individually. They also derived optimal (minimum variance) weights for combining these two 
predictions. They concluded that as long as both models contain some 'independent informa­
tion', the combined forecast will lead to improvement over the individual forecast. 
Since then, many papers have been produced regarding combining predictions. Clemen 
(1989) provides a review and annotated bibliography of the literature including contributions 
from statistics, psychology, management science, meteorology and other fields. He suggested 
that 'combining forecasts should become part of the mainstream of forecasting practice'. 
Despite the development in theory and applications in model combining, statisticians have 
been slow to apply this methodology to real problems. One criticism is that model combining 
entails loss of parsimony and interpretability. However, as Breiman (2001b) argues, if the 
more important goals in analyzing the data are predicting and extracting information about 
how the nature (the underlying mechanism) is associating the response variables to the input 
variables, then algorithmic methods may serve this purpose better than modeling, especially, in 
his words, 'with data gathered from uncontrolled observations on complex systems involving 
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unknown physical, chemical, or biological mechanisms, the a priori assumption that nature 
would generate a data through a parametric model selected by the statistician can result in 
questionable conclusions that can't be substantiated by appeal to goodness-of-fit tests and 
residual analysis'. 
Another criticism is that if model averaging is necessary, then effort should be directed at 
finding a single best model instead of deriving optimal weights for combining. On this point, 
Yang (2004) shows the infeasibility of seeking the super model in many circumstances, and 
argues that 'even if these difficulties with the super model approach are ignored, combining 
forecasts is still a legitimate and constructive way to combine information (without building a 
super model). In light of nonparametric statistical research, combining information to build a 
super model, in our view, has very limited potential for successful applications'. 
In the past years, with more and more people being aware of the pitfalls of model selection, 
the ideas of combining have gained greater acceptance in the statistical community and many 
model combining techniques thrived. 
Faraway (1992) aggregates predictions from the bootstrap samples of the original data. 
For each sample, the best model is selected by a model selection method (such as stepwise 
selection) and the prediction is calculated based on the selected model. The final prediction is 
obtained by averaging the predictions from different samples. 
Similarly, Breiman (1996a) uses 'bagging' (bootstrap aggregating) method to generate mul­
tiple versions of a predictor and then combine them to get an aggregated predictor. The mul­
tiple versions are generated by making bootstrap replicates of the learning set and use them 
as new learning sets. A predictor is formed from each learning set. If the response variable is 
numerical, the predictors are averaged to get the aggregated predictor. If the response variable 
is categorical, the predictors are averaged by voting, i.e., the class label which is chosen the 
largest number of times in these replicates is chosen as the class label for the response. 
Breiman's work creates an important bridge between the statistical community and the 
machine learning community. The idea of stacking predictors can be traced back to 'stacked 
generalization' by Wolpert (1992). Generalizers are algorithms which learn a function from a 
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learning set to make predictions. Averaging models is a special case of stacked generalization. 
Boosting decision trees (Freund and Schapire, 1996) is another classification technique in 
machine learning that 'gives consistently lower error rates than bagging' (Breiman, 2002). The 
basic idea is rather than using a single tree for prediction, a linear combination of many trees 
M 
F { x )  = Q " m T m { x )  
771=1 
is used instead. Here x  is the input variable vector and T r n { x )  is a decision tree based on a 
bootstrap learning set and am is its coefficient in the linear combination. When bootstrapping 
the learning set, it changes the weights on cases by giving the misclassified cases higher weights 
depending on the training set error of the previous predictor. 
Based on bagging, Breiman (2001a) further developed Random Forest which he claimed 
had better prediction accuracy in classification than boosting. A random forest is a collection 
of tree predictors where each tree is grown to the largest possible size on a bootstrap sample 
of the learning set. Different from bagging, when a tree is grown, a number m is specified 
much smaller than the total number of variables and at each node, m variables are selected 
at random and the split is the best split on these m variables. Aggregated predictions are 
taken to be the average of those over all of the individual trees. In some empirical studies by 
Breiman (2001a), random forest has been shown to have relatively low prediction error. 
Friedman and Popescu (2003) developed an ensemble method called ISLE (Importance 
Sampled Learning Ensemble) in machine learning (ensemble is a phrase coined by Hansen and 
Salaman (1990) for a group of networks built on the same data which are combined to improve 
accuracy). There the aggregated prediction rule for the response y is taken to be 
M 
F ( x )  =  C L q  +  ^  j 
771=1 
where M is the size of the ensemble and each ensemble member (base learner) /m(x) is derived 
from the input variables x from the training data. The coefficients for the base learners 
{am} are determined by the Lasso (Tibshirani, 1996) regression of y on {fmix)}1^ (Lasso is a 
shrinkage and selection method in linear regression which minimizes the usual sum of squared 
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errors, with an upper bound on the sum of the absolute values of the coefficients): 
N M M 
ô-m = min (irn ^ L(yj> qq -j- tïm/m(xj)) + A ^ ' |ctm |, 
i=l m=l m=l 
where L is the loss function. So the first term is the prediction risk on the training sample, and 
the second term penalizes large values for the coefficients of the base learners. Even though 
the base learners can be any functions, Friedman and Popescu (2005) pointed out almost all 
base learners are decision trees. They attributed this phenomenon to the following reasons: 
building decision trees has desirable data mining properties where accuracy could be helped 
most by ensemble and the algorithm can be implemented fast. 
However, our impression is that the advantage of model combining is not limited to com­
bining decision trees. Mixtures-of-experts (Jacobs et al., 1991) and hierarchical mixtures-of-
experts models (Jordan and Jacobs, 1994) use flexible localized weights to combine certain 
parametric models (e.g., generalized linear models). They were shown to have nice theoretical 
properties in terms of approximation, convergence rate and asymptotic normality by Jiang and 
Tanner (1999). 
Buckland et al. (1997) have supplied easy to use methods for statisticians to combine 
c a n d i d a t e  m o d e l s .  I n  e s t i m a t i n g  a  p a r a m e t e r  6  c o m m o n  t o  a l l  c o n t e n d i n g  m o d e l s  M k ,  k  —  
1,2, • • •, K, the combined estimate is taken to be 
k 
where Wk is the weight assigned to model M&, scaled so that JZkwk — 1-
In assigning weights to models, they use information criteria in the sense that the model 
with the smallest value for the information criteria Ik (AIC or BIC) is the best model. A choice 
for Wk is thus 
w k =  / k / T J / ^ , k  =  l , 2 , - - . , K .  exp(—Ifc/2) 
Efexp(-A/2)' 
In applications, they have also considered a bootstrap method where B  bootstrap samples 
are generated from the original data, a best model is selected for each bootstrap sample using 
some information criterion such as AIC. The weight assigned to each model is the proportion of 
times a candidate model is selected as the best one in these B replications. They demonstrate 
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that their model combining technique leads to estimates with lower bias and higher nominal 
coverage level than selecting a single best model by AIC or BIC. 
Bayesian model averaging (BMA) has been a commonly used model averaging technique. 
Instead of estimating the value of a quantity of interest A, Bayesian analysis seeks the posterior 
probability of A given data D .  Thus BMA produces a combined estimator in the form 
J 
P r ( A \ D )  =  yi P r ( A \Mh D ) w i ,  
3=1 
where P r ( A \Mj , D )  is the posterior probability of A under model j .  BMA takes w j  = 
Pr(Mj\D), which is the posterior probability assigned to model j (see, e.g., Hoeting et al. 
(1999)). 
Bayesian model averaging is computing extensive, and utilizes heavily the Markov Chain 
Monto Carlo technique. In searching for candidate models to combine in a big model space, the 
models are chosen by moving the chain through the model space stochastically. Models which 
are visited more often are given higher weights. Madigan and Raftery (1994) have developed 
Markov Chain Monte Carlo Model Composition (MC3), where a stochastic chain through 
model space has equilibrium distribution equal to the true posterior model distribution. The 
chain defines the posterior probabilities and the predictive distributions of the quantity of 
interest by different models are averaged using these probabilities. George and McCulloch 
(1993) have developed a Stochastic Search Variable Selection method (SSVS) which is similar 
to MC3. This procedure uses a hierarchical normal mixture model where latent variables are 
used to identify subset choices. In this framework, the promising subset of covariates can be 
identified as those with higher posterior probability. A standard Gibbs sampler or Metropolis-
Hastings sampler can be used to alleviate the computational burden. Clyde et al. (1996) select 
models through orthogonalization of the explanatory variables. 
BMA has been applied to many contexts including linear models (Hoeting et al., 1999), 
generalized linear models (Raftery, 1996), graphical models (Madigan and Raftery, 1994), 
capture-recapture study (Madigan and York, 1997) and survival analysis (Volinsky et al., 
1997). Improvement in predictive accuracy by BMA over standard model selection techniques 
has been reported in these settings. 
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In addition to being computational intensive, Buckland et al. (1997) point out BMA is also 
sensitive to the choice of priors, which adds difficulty and complexity to applying this method 
to real problems. 
In this thesis, we will propose constructive ways of applying the general ideas of a model 
combining technique developed by Yang (2001) to different statistical settings. Compared to 
BMA, it is easy to implement, requiring less computation and fewer subjective choices. Its 
connection with information theory allows a derivation of a theoretical risk bound for the 
combined estimator which gives us more assurance about this technique. 
1.3 Adaptive Regression by Mixing 
In his seminal paper, Yang (2001) proposed a combining method called ARM (Adaptive 
Regression by Mixing) to convexly combine estimators of a regression function based on the 
same data. The data points are randomly split into two parts. The first part of the data 
are used for estimation by each model and the second part of the data are used to assess its 
prediction performance and the weights are assigned accordingly. 
While there are many ways of weighting models, the ARM weighting method has a close 
connection with information theory. Its derivation is based on the insight that in the Kullback-
Leibler divergence sense, for a family of distributions, we can construct a centroid which is close 
to every member of the family even though the members can be far apart from each other. This 
insight leads to a weighting method that guarantees that the risk of the combined estimator 
is comparable to the risk of the best model plus a small penalty term. 
Note ARM combines for adaptation not for improvement. Combining for adaption intends 
to automatically capture the best model among the candidate models while combining for 
improvement intends to improve individual models through a linear combination. Although 
combining for improvement is more aggressive with the goal of beating the single best proce­
dure, as Yang (2004) points out, these combining methods often lead to unstable weights and 
the combined forecasts perform significantly worse than the single procedures. 
Examining the relationship between ARM and data compression in information theory will 
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provide us more insight into its properties. 
1.3.1 The Relationship between ARM and Information Theory 
In using finite-length binary strings (called codewords) to code the outcomes {%} of a 
random variable X with probability function p(x), the expected length of a code for x is 
Y^x = P(x)Kx)-> where l{x) denotes the length of the codeword. 
In constructing a prefix code (a prefix code satisfies the condition that no codeword is 
the prefix of any other codewords) for X, Shannon (see, e.g., Cover and Thomas (1991)) 
has found that the expected minimum codelength for X with probability function p{x) is 
H ( X )  =  E p  l o g  w h i c h  i s  t h e  e n t r o p y  o f  X .  
The entropy of a random variable X  is uniquely determined by its distribution function. 
W h e n  u s i n g  d i s t r i b u t i o n  q ( x )  t o  c o d e  a  r a n d o m  v a r i a b l e  w h i c h  h a s  t h e  t r u e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  p ( x ) ,  











log it=D(p 11  ^
which is the relative entropy or Kullback-Leibler divergence between p  and q .  It is the expected 
codelength difference when q is used in lack of knowledge of the true distribution p. For this 
r e a s o n ,  i t  i s  c a l l e d  e x p e c t e d  r e g r e t .  I t  i s  n o n n e g t i v e  a n d  t a k e s  v a l u e  z e r o  i f  a n d  o n l y  i f  p  =  q .  
Sometimes we are interested in average regret with respect to a family of distributions. 
Consider a family of densities {/#, 9 e {1,2, • • • m}}. Then, the family of joint densities for 
i . i . d .  o b s e r v a t i o n s  X \ ,  •  •  •  X n  ~  /  £  { / i ,  •  •  •  f m }  i s  { / f ,  •  •  •  / " } ,  w h e r e  / f  =  / » ( : r i )  •  •  •  f i ( x n ) .  
With respect to any distribution /", the expected regret of h n  where h n  is any joint 
d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  t h e  d a t a ,  i s  D ( f "  | |  h n ) .  
Assume 6 is uniformly distributed. The average expected regret with respect to the distri­
bution of 9 is 
i  
To minimize the average expected regret, let q n ( x i ,  •  •  •  x n )  —  ~  Y J i L \  /"(a:") which is the 
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centroid of {/{'', • • • f ™ } ,  then 
^ E  w  i l  w  -  ^ E  w  i l  9 » ) + ^  i l  & » ) -
i  i  
It is obvious that h n  —  q n  is the minimizer. 
The following two facts shed light on the theoretical property of ARM. 
Fact 1: D(/f || q n )  < log m .  
Note for i.i.d. data, the entropy can factor out: D(/"||/") = n D ( f i \ \ f j ) .  
If D ( f i W f j )  > e, then L>(/f || /J1) > ne. But D ( f ?  | |  q n )  <  logm, therefore if log m « ne, 
then the joint densities are far away from each other but are all much closer to qn in K-L sense. 
Fact 2: D ( f n  | |  q n )  < log m + min^ D ( f n  | |  f f ) .  
This means the distance between the true joint density and the centroid is bounded by 
the minimum distance between the true density and any density in the family plus a penalty 
term. Based on these facts, to obtain adaptation with respect to multiple distributions, we 
just need to average the joint densities over the product space. When we have estimates of 
interest other than the density function, more techniques are needed in combining to translate 
the K-L distance between the joint densities into the more traditional statistical risk (such as 
mean squared error) of the estimators. 
1.3.2 Computational Issues 
ARM is computationally intensive, but it has one advantage over other intensive methods. 
It is computationally parallel: that is, ARM computations can be distributed across multiple 
machines to be computed simultaneously and the results from different machines can be col­
lected and analyzed in the final stage. This is an important advantage for ARM. It means it 
can take advantage of grid computing which is becoming increasingly commonplace. 
The present work has demonstrated the feasibility and advantage of ARM combined with 
grid computing by using it in exploring important theoretical questions about the match be­
tween the theoretical technique and the practical implementation. Many of these questions may 
be mathematically intractable and all will certainly benefit from computational exploration. 
The ANOVA chapter treats the relationship between ARM and model selection instability. 
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The chapter on computational issues reports the results of investigation of the stabilization of 
weights and the optimal splitting proportion which were conducted in addition to the perfor­
mance evaluations in each setting. 
The computation for this project has been implemented in R with grid computing using the 
bash and perl scripting languages. In the ANOVA section, grid computing was accomplished 
through ssh. The remainder was done with Xgrid. The software has been designed with the 
objectives of automatically taking advantage of available grid computing environments and of 
eventually being released as an R package. 
1.3.3 Overview of Thesis 
In a series of papers (see, e.g., Yang (2001); Yang (2004); Zou and Yang (2004)) following 
the spirit of ARM, Yang has proposed methods to combine regression, density estimation, time 
series models, classification and forecasting. 
The present dissertation aims to set a more systematic foundation for the application of 
ARM to statistics, and to the investigation of its statistical properties in various settings. 
As a start, this dissertation covers the following branches of applied statistics: Analysis of 
Variance (ANOVA) models, loglinear models and survival models. These settings are chosen 
because they are important application fields. They also pose technical challenges in applying 
ARM and to re-deriving the risk bound of the combined estimator. Taking on these challenges 
therefore allows us to build a more comprehensive, systematic review and exploration of ARM 
as an important methodology alternative to model selection. 
In chapter 2, we explore the applied and theoretical properties of ARM in loglinear models. 
A combining algorithm is proposed for estimating all the cell means or a missing cell mean in a 
contingency table. The performance of ARM is compared to AIC, BIC and BMA in simulation 
studies and in one capture-recapture study. A risk bound for ARM is derived for this specific 
setting in which we assume the data come from a multinomial distribution. 
In chapter 3, ARM is utilized and explored in survival analysis. In addition to combining 
models from the same family, methods and results on combining models from different model 
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classes are also presented. The performance of ARM is compared to AIC, BIC, BMA and 
Buckland's combining method based on AIC (Buckland et al., 1997) through simulation studies. 
We also apply ARM to a lung cancer study, and develop methods to assess the predictive 
performance of different methods. A risk bound for the ARM estimator is derived assuming a 
right random censoring mechanism. 
In chapter 4, the statistical property of ARM is studied in the context of ANOVA models. 
We propose model instability measures as a guide to the appropriateness of model combining in 
applications. We further systematically investigate the relationship between ARM performance 
and the underlying model structure. We propose an approach to evaluating the importance of 
factors based on the combined estimates. A theoretical risk bound on the combined estimator 
is obtained in this specific setting. 
In chapter 5, we discuss some computational issues of ARM. Mainly we explore the permu­
tation times required to obtain stabilized weights for combining and the relationship between 
the splitting proportion and the ARM risk, as well as the relationship between the splitting 
proportion and the permutation times required to obtain stabilized weights. 
The general conclusions and proposals for future work are given in chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 2. COMBINING LOGLINEAR MODELS 
Summary 
We propose a model combining method for estimating cell probabilities or a missing cell mean 
in loglinear models. It assigns convex weights to the models based on table splitting, where 
one sub-table is used to estimate the parameters in each model and the other sub-table is 
used to evaluate the likelihood for each model. Estimation with this approach is compared 
to estimation with model selection and Bayesian model averaging methods via data examples 
and simulations. The results show the advantage of our model combining approach for dealing 
with uncertainty in model selection. Risk bounds are derived for the combined estimator under 
both the Kullback-Leibler and squared error loss functions. 
2.1 Introduction 
Loglinear models are popular for modeling counts in the form of contingency tables. They 
describe association and interaction patterns among categorical variables that cross-classify 
the subjects under study. 
Traditionally, the main purpose of loglinear modeling has been the analysis of association 
and interaction patterns. With the development of methods such as data mining, much research 
is focused on estimation and prediction. Important areas of application includes genetics, such 
as the analysis of discrete DNA sequences in the form of high dimension contingency tables, 
and business application such as credit scoring for predicting future behavior of customers 
(Avery and Henderson, 1999; Agresti, 2002). Loglinear modeling is also a popular technique 
in estimating the size of a wildlife or human population with capture-recapture methods (e.g., 
Fienberg (1972)). 
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A typical approach to pattern analysis or prediction is to select a model and make inferences 
based on the model selected. Significance tests, like the likelihood ratio %2 tests have commonly 
been used to compare different loglinear models. Significance tests, however, have several 
difficulties. The arbitrary nature of the cutoff values is well known. With very big sample size, 
significance tests tend to reject the null model even though that model may be quite reasonable 
(Raftery, 1995). Also, the x2 test often shows that several models fit well. A common practice 
is to select the most concise model. But for models that are not nested, no rule of thumb exists 
for selection. 
Because of such difficulties, a more universal criterion seems desirable. Model selection 
criteria such as AIC (Akaike, 1973) and BIC (Schwarz, 1978) are less arbitrary and allow the 
evaluation of all the assumed models. However, data-driven methods of model selection have 
a potential for large instability in searching for the best model. 
To demonstrate the seriousness of model selection instability in the context of loglinear 
models, we briefly explore two data examples. We will consider two types of instability, where 
instability is the relative frequency with which a different model is chosen in 1000 replications. 
In bootstrap instability we use the selected model to generate data and apply the model selection 
procedure to the generated data (see,  e .g. ,  Diaconis  and Efron (1983)) .  In sequential  instabil i ty  
we randomly delete 10% of the observations and apply the model selection procedure to the 
remaining data. 
For the following two examples, the list of models we select from includes all the hierarchical 
models and we assume the data come from multinomial sampling. 
Example 1: This data set is from an epidemiological study following an outbreak of food 
poisoning that occurred at an outing held for the personnel of an insurance company, taken 
from Bishop et al. (1975). Of the food eaten, the focus of interest is on potato salad and 
crabmeat. A total of 304 employees are cross-classified by the following variables: (1) Illness 
(presence, absence), (2) Potato Salad (eaten, not eaten), and (3) Crabmeat (eaten, not eaten). 
For this  data set ,  AIC chooses model  (IP + IC + CP) and BIC chooses model  (IP + CP).  
In parametric bootstrap instability, AIC and BIC chose different models 60% and 15% of 
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the time. In sequential instability, AIC and BIC chose different models 49% and 10% of the 
time respectively. 
Note in this example, both AIC and BIC chose small models, which is perhaps responsible 
for the difference between the instability of AIC and BIC. When the best model is large, BIC 
can have bigger instability than AIC. 
Example 2: This data set is from Le (1998) where 602 subjects in a clinical trial were 
cross-classified by Center (X, Y), Treatment (A,B) and Outcome (Good, Bad). Both AIC 
and BIC chose model (CT + CO). In parametric bootstrap instability, AIC and BIC chose a 
different model 20% and 2% of the time respectively. In sequential instability, AIC and BIC 
did not change the models they selected. 
In contrast with Example 1, Example 2 showed that model selection can be fairly stable for 
some data sets. However, according to our experience, model selection instability is a rather 
common phenomenon in real applications. 
Given the wide use of loglinear models in social science, public health, medical and other 
fields, together with the already demonstrated instability in model selection, methods that 
properly address model selection instability to improve statistical accuracy should be welcomed. 
A feasible approach to accounting for model uncertainty is model combining/averaging. 
Even though model averaging/combining has been studied in linear regression, density esti­
mation and other contexts (refer to Hoeting et al. (1999) and Yang (2000), Yang (2004)) for 
references and results), relatively little has been done to combine loglinear models. With a 
Bayesian approach to combining generalized linear models, because of the difficulty in calcu­
lating marginal likelihoods which are needed to get the posterior weights of models, Raftery 
(1996) proposed ways of approximating posterior weights based on the Laplace method for 
integrals. In a series of papers, Yang (e.g., Yang (2001), Yang (2004)) proposed methods to 
combine models (or procedures) in regression, density estimation, classification and forecasting. 
His approaches take advantage of information theoretic tools pioneered by Barron (1987) to 
obtain risk bounds for the combined estimators. Besides theoretical development, simulation 
and data examples have clearly shown this method's potential advantage over model selection. 
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In this paper, we take the general direction of Yang's method and work out a combining 
method that has an optimal risk bound in estimating the probability distribution behind the 
data in the loglinear context. We propose a way of splitting a contingency table into two tables 
necessary for determining combining weights by our approach. 
It is well known that one disadvantage of model combining is the sacrifice of simplicity and 
interpretability of structure. When model uncertainty is high, however, simple interpretations 
based on the selected model are not trustworthy and are possibly even misleading. In contrast, 
the more reliable estimates from model combining may provide useful information about the 
relationship among the variables. Also as we mentioned earlier, estimation and prediction of 
cell means or cell probabilities is of great interest in itself in many applications. In this paper, 
estimation of cell means in loglinear models through combining is our main interest. 
2.2 Combining Loglinear Models by ARM 
Consider a contingency table that cross-classifies a multinomial sample of n subjects on m 
(m > 2) categorical variables with levels I\, • • •, Im (I\, • • •, Im > 2) respectively. Let 
and denote the observed cell count and the cell mean in cell i\- • - im respectively, and 
let the cell probability be ti= /in...im/n. A loglinear model expresses the logarithm of the 
cell means as a linear function of the parameters which stand for the effects of the variables as 
well as the association and interaction among those variables. 
To estimate the cell mean vector fx  = {/iir..îm} or the cell probability vector tt = {tt^  
J plausible models are entertained. For example, in a three way table, we can consider all 
the possible hierarchical models. For a given model, we use MLE to estimate the cell means 
(or equivalently the cell probabilities). We will impose S restrictions on the parameters of the 
main effects and interactions (i.e., = 0 and so on). 
In this paper, the comparison of estimators will be based on the average mean squared 
error or the mean Kullback-Leiber divergence. Let fi and tt be an estimator of fx and 7r based 
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on the data. The mean squared error is 
-R(^) A) — -jg " ' 53 EiVil- im -  P-ii- im)21 1 ^ ^
rn 
h = 1 im=l 
and the mean Kullback-Leiber (K-L) divergence is 
I -*1 1m 
^ I £ • • • £ iog 
\ 7-1 =1 =1 il—1 im—1 
h It 
where K = ri/=i h is the total number of cells and the expectation is taken with respect to 
the distribution of the estimator under the true model. The K-L divergence is mainly used for 
the theoretical property of our combining approach. 
In this section we assume the list of candidate models to be combined is given. The 
choice of candidate models will be given in the next section. Yang (2001) proposed adaptation 
regression by mixing (ARM) for combining models in the context of regression with random 
design. It uses a portion of the data to fit each candidate model and the other portion of the 
data to evaluate the performance of each candidate model. The candidate models are then 
weighted according to their performance in the evaluation stage and combined to give the 
ARM estimator. 
The present loglinear model setting is oriented to different problems from the regression 
setting in Yang. However, Yang's method is a solution to the problem of model selection which 
is at the heart of the problem in the present case. In the loglinear model setting, proceeding 
in the spirit of this method and taking into account the features different from those of the 
regression setting, we propose the following method for combining loglinear models assuming 
the data come from a multinomial distribution: 
1. Splitting data. Since the cell counts together form a sufficient statistic, we can generate 
n individual independent multinomial observations that have exactly the same distribu­
tion as the original data before reducing to the tabled format. Randomly permute the 
order of these n observations and split them into two portions. Classify the individuals 
in each proportion to form the necessary two new contingency tables. 
2. Estimation. For each candidate model j  = 1,2. . .J ,  obtain lS^ • and ttP' • by MLE 
° 
7 7  
~ i l ••'tm ^1 •••Im J 
based on the first part of the data, i.e., table 1. 
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3. Assessing model performance. Use these estimates and the data in table 2 to assess 
the performance of the models. That is, compute the likelihood 
e> = n (*&.>**>--
of the second part of the data (table 2) using the estimated probability distribution where 
{zh-im} are  the cell counts in table 2. Better models will have comparatively large Ej. 
4. Assigning weights. Next, each model j  is assigned the convex weight 
5. Final estimator. To average out the randomness in table splitting, we repeat the above 
procedures T — 1 times. Let Wj be the averaged weight of the jth model over these T 
permutations. The ARM estimator is 
a=x;H>»>. 
Risk properties of this approach of combining will be given in the appendix. 
2.3 Choice of Candidate Models 
In this paper, we will consider only hierarchical loglinear models as candidates for combin­
ing. A hierarchical model means that if a higher order interaction term is included in a model, 
the corresponding main terms and lower order interaction terms must be included as well. 
The number of possible hierarchical models increase dramatically with increasing dimen­
sion of the contingency table. For example, for four-way contingency tables the number of 
hierarchical models is 166 while for ten-way contingency tables, the number of models exceeds 
3 million. 
Combining all possible models is feasible for lower dimension tables such as three or four-
way tables. But with higher dimensional tables, combining all models is neither feasible nor 
necessary. For such cases, we propose screening the list of candidate models with the step­
wise procedure (see, e.g., Le (1998)) commonly used in selecting a model for high dimension 
contingency tables. 
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For multiway tables, one common way to choose a model is the stepwise procedure. Le 
(1998) described this two step process: 
Step 1 : Look for a starting model. Choose a significance level, say 0.05, and then test 
for the goodness-of-fit of all models of uniform order. A model of uniform order contains all 
interactions terms involving the same number of factors. For example, there are three models 
of uniform orders for a four-way table: 
H\ : A + aj + + c/t + d; 
H2 : À + a» + ôj + Cfc + d; + abij  + acjfc + adu + bcjk + bdji  + cdki  
H3 : X + ai + bj + Ck + di + abij  + acik + adu + bcjk + bdji  + cd^i  + abcijk + abdij i  + acdiki  + bcdjki  
If model H3 doesn't fit the data, then stop and select the full model. If model H3 fits but 
H2 doesn't, then the best model is between them, either one can be used as starting model in 
stepwise select ion.  If  both Hz and H% f i t  but  H\ doesn' t ,  then the best  model  is  between H\ 
and H2 and either one can be used as starting model. 
Step 2:  Apply the stepwise procedure to the starting model found in step 1. Either forward 
or backward selection can be used. 
To simplify the selection procedure, Le (1998) suggested fitting the larger model first, and 
deleting the insignificant terms to form the model selected. Since R has automatic stepwise 
selection, we will specify the starting and ending model found in step 1, and let the stepwise 
selection procedure find a best model. The candidate model list for combining will include all 
the models from the starting model to the best model selected. Note backward selection and 
forward selection often end up with different best models, and even if they end up with the same 
best model, the candidate model lists will differ depending on whether forward or backward 
selection is chosen. Our experiences seem to favor the candidate model list formed by forward 
selection, and one advantage is that the combined cell counts from this list display structural 
patterns at least as concise as the best model chosen by stepwise model section. It might 
seem ad hoc to choose a model list in this way for combining, but this 'screening' approach 
can discard models that are obviously underfit or overfit and is also practically feasible and 
convenient in implementation, though there is no guarantee that the best model will be covered 
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with a high probability. 
2.4 Numerical Results 
We demonstrate the advantage of ARM through some numerical results in this section. We 
start with some simulation results on estimating the cell means or a missing cell mean and 
then we apply ARM in some detail with a data example. We will compare the performance 
of ARM with that of AIC, BIC and BMA (Bayesian Model Averaging). For BMA, we adopt 
the method developed by Raftery (1995) to calculate the posterior model probability. There 
he assumes all the models are equally likely a priori, and approximates the posterior model 
probability by a function of BIC value. 
2.4.1 Simulations on Estimating All Cell Means or a Missing Cell Mean 
First we consider a scenario where estimation of all cell means is of interest. The assessment 
criterion is the mean squared error. 
We will also consider a scenario in which the estimation of a missing cell mean is desired 
as in capture-recapture setting. One important approach to estimating the size of a hidden 
population is to use multiple lists or sources, referred to as multiple recaptures due to the 
origin of the approach in the estimation of wildlife populations. An important general refer­
ence is Seber (1982). In each of these m captures (lists), an individual is either observed or 
unobserved. If individuals can be uniquely identified by their capture histories, then the data 
can be represented as a 2m contingency table. The count for the cell where individuals are not 
found on any list is the size of the hidden population which we want to estimate. 
Fienberg (1972) and Bishop et al. (1975) present a loglinear modeling methodology. A 
model is fit to the incomplete contingency table, then the missing cell mean is estimated from 
the fitted parameters. 
In the scenario of estimating a missing cell, we consider the risk E(M — M)2 where M is 
the mean of the missing cell and M is its estimate. 
The simulations start with the specification of a true model. The true cell means yUjv..jm 
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Table 2.1 Estimating Cell Means in Three Factor Model 
AIC BIC BMA ARM Improvement 
















Table 2.2 Estimating Cell Means in Four Factor Model 
AIC BIC BMA ARM Improvement 


















are calculated according to the model. Normalize the cell means to get cell probabilities. Cell 
counts are generated by multinomial sampling based on the true cell probabilities and a given 
sample size. The loss is ^ ££=1 • ~ fih-im)2 or (M ~ M)2 depending on 
whether we are estimating all cell means or the missing cell mean. 
The average loss from 100 replications is used as a Monte Carlo approximation of the risk 
of interest for the estimation procedures respectively. For each replication, in calculating the 
weights for ARM the data are permuted 50 times to average out randomness in splitting. 
For selection and combining, the candidates are the 18 possible hierarchical models in the 
three-way table and the 166 possible hierarchical models in the four-way table. 
Estimating all cell means: In the first two cases, we are interested in estimating all 
the cell means. The risks for different procedures are in tables 2.1-2.2. The number in the 
parenthesis is the standard error of the Monte Carlo risk. The reduction of ARM risk over the 
best alternative is in the last column. 
Case 1: A three factor model: log( fJ- i jk)  = \  + a^ + bj + abij  with A = 1,a\ = \ ,b\  = 
0.75, abn — 0.25. Two sample sizes are considered: n = 100 and n = 1000. 
Case 2: A four factor model: log( f M j k l )  —  X  +  a i  +  b j  +  C k  +  d i  +  a b i j  with A = l,ai = l,&i = 
0.75, c\ — 0.5, d\ = 0.5, n = 200. The interaction term abn has two choices: abn = 0.25 and 
abn = 0. 
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Table 2.3 Estimating Missing Cell Mean 
AIC BIC BMA ARM Improvement 
















These examples gave us some insight when combining models advantageous. In the three 
factor case, we purposely included a weak association term ab, making selection of the true 
model harder for the model selection methods. The role of a weak association term is clearer 
in the four factor model case, where we included a weak association term in one model and 
excluded it in the other. 
When the true model was the independence model, BIC had no difficulty in identifying 
this simple true model, and performed better than AIC and ARM. Since the posterior model 
weights by BMA were based on BIC values, it was no surprise that BMA also performed better. 
The comparison of the two different sample sizes with a three factor model suggests that when 
n increased, the advantage of ARM decreased as well. That makes intuitive sense as BIC is 
consistent. However, this relationship is not so clear cut as we found in other settings, ARM 
still over-performed other methods with a big sample size. It suggests the advantage of ARM 
also depends on the true structure of the model. 
Estimating a missing cell mean: In the next two examples, we explore the performance 
of ARM in estimating the population size in the capture-recapture setting. As before, we start 
by selecting a true model and generate data according to the true cell probabilities and the 
given table total n. We pretend the last cell count y/v../m is unobserved and use the remaining 
data to estimate it. 
Case 3: A three factor model: log([i i jk)  = A + a,; + bj + cfc + abij  + aa t j ,  with A = 1, oi = 
1, b\ = —0.75, ci = —0.5, abn — 0.30, acn = 0.20, n = 300. 
Case 4: A four factor model: log(nijki) = X + ai + bj + Ck + di + abij  + cdki  with A = 1, a\ = 
0.5, b\ = —0.75, c\ = —0.5, d\ = —0.5, abn = —0.25, cdn — —0.20, n = 400. 
In the two cases, ARM showed substantial advantage in estimating the missing cell mean. 
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Table 2.4 Spina Bifida Data Set 
R=0 R=1 
B=0,D=0 ? 60 
B=0,D=1 49 4 
B=1,D=0 247 112 
B=1,D=1 142 12 
Compared to the best risk obtained by other estimation procedures, ARM risk decreased by 
more than 14% and 25% repectively in the two examples. 
2.4.2 An Example 
Next, we will use one real data set to explore the application of ARM. We will study its 
application in estimating the size of a closed population. 
Capture-recapture methods were originally developed in the study of wildlife populations 
and were later adapted to study human populations. One important application is in epidemi­
ology where the size of a population of certain types of patients is of interest. 
We will analyze the data set by Hook et al. (1980) where they gathered records on persons 
born in upstate New York between 1969 and 1974 with the defect spina bifida, from birth 
certificates (B), death certificates (D) and medical rehabilitation (R) records. The records are 
shown in table 2.4 where 1 means an individual was found on that list and 0 means not found. 
We are interested in estimating the number of individuals missed by all three lists or the total 
populat ion size N. 
For this data set, AIC chose model (BD + DR) and gave an estimate of 758 for N, BIC 
chose model (DR), and gave an estimate 730. 
To account for model uncertainty, Madigan and York (1997) considered Bayesian model 
averaging approach. Within the framework of decomposable graphical models, their point 
estimate of N was 731. Within the framework of all the possible loglinear models, they 
obtained an estimate 737. ARM produced an estimate of 741 by combining all the possible 
models, very close to their estimate in the framework of all models. 
Next, we will assess the risk performance of different approaches through simulation for 
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Table 2.5 Risk Performance in Simulation 
AIC BIC BMA ARM Improvement 
















this data set. There is no conventional way for assessment by comparing the predicted value 
to the observed value as the missing cell count is never observed. We take the idea in Regal 
and Hook (1991) who used a parametric bootstrap method. First we hypothesize a value for 
the unobserved cell M. Note N is the sum of M and the observed total. We also hypothesize a 
particular loglinear model for the 'truth'. We fit the hypothesized model to the full table and 
get the estimated cell probabilities and generate new data based on N and the estimated cell 
probabilities. We apply different methods to the new data table to estimate the count of the 
unobserved cell and compare the estimates to the hypothesized value of the unobserved cell. 
Scenario 1: We hypothesize a true model (DB + DR + BR).  We hypothesize M=250 as 
Regal and Hook suggested. Fitting the hypothesized model to the full data table results in a 
deviance G2 = 0.849 with 1 degree of freedom. Thus this table would not be inconsistent with 
the assumed model. Generate 100 data sets from the estimated probabilities. Obtain M from 
the incomplete table by pretending that cell count is missing. The loss is: (M — M)2. We take 
the average loss from these 100 data sets as an approximation to the risk. 
Scenario 2: We hypothesize the true model (DB + DR),  and M = 100. Fitting this 
model to the full table yields G2 — 1.97 with 2 degrees of freedom, so this table would not 
be inconsistent with the hypothesized model. The risks for both cases are in table 5. The 
standard errors of the risks are given in the parenthesis. 
In Scenario 1, some cell probabilities used to generate new data are too small and very likely 
generate counts near zero for those cells. AIC tends to choose bigger models. When the model 
selected by AIC fi ts  a  near-zero margin in the table,  severe underest imate or  overest imate of  M 
will result. That explains why AIC produced much more volatile estimates and consequently 
much higher risk. 
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On the other hand, BIC tends to choose smaller models and when the sample size is not 
large, the smoothing that a simple model provides can result in a better estimator in terms of 
a criterion such as mean squared error. However, simpler models have the potential for bigger 
bias (Agresti, 1994). In the simulations, we found that BIC severely underestimated the 
unobserved count. By combining the models, ARM allowed us to correct the underestimation 
caused by BIC. Also, combining resulted in a more stable estimator compared to AIC. 
In Scenario 2, the true model is simpler than the full model, so the model selected by BIC 
would be closer to the true model. That explains the good performance of BIC and BMA. 
Even so, ARM performance was comparable to that of BIC and BMA, suggesting that ARM 
did at least as well as other approaches in both cases. 
2.5 Concluding Remarks 
When appropriate, finding a single best one among a number of loglinear models has nice 
properties: the selected model provides a clear understanding of the association between the 
factors and the resulting estimators are usually also accurate. However, with a few factors and 
not too large a sample size, even sensible model selection methods have high instability, which 
not only destroys interpretability simply because the selected model is more or less randomly 
decided among a number of relatively good alternatives, but also leads to inaccurate estimation 
of the cell probabilities. Bootstrap and sequential instabilities are useful measures to alert a 
data analyst against an inappropriate over-reliance on a single model. 
In this paper, we proposed an alternative approach, ARM to accounting for model un­
certainty in analyzing contingency tables. When the weights are sequentially updated, the 
cumulative Kullback-Leibler risk of the combined estimator is optimal among the candidate 
models up to an additive term of order 1 jn (see the appendix). Simulation and data examples 
demonstrated the advantage of ARM in two scenarios: one is estimating all the cell means with 
a complete table and the other is estimating the missing cell mean in a capture-recapture set­
ting. Compared to model selection and Bayesian model averaging, ARM outperformed them 
under quite general settings. These results are compatible with the theoretical work on ARM. 
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We did not explore the effect of the data splitting proportion in this work and simply used 
the natural choice of half-half splitting. It is conceivable that sometimes a higher proportion 
for assessing the likelihood may be advantageous to differentiate the competing models. Such 
issues will be explored in the future. 
When the number of factors is more than 4, it may be impractical to consider all possible 
hierarchical models in applications. A stepwise method was suggested in this paper. It is 
well-known that a stepwise procedure may miss the best model due to its sequential nature 
and it is hard to establish its theoretical property. We believe potential exists to improve ARM 
performance through a better way to select the candidate models for combining. 
Appendix 
A Risk Bound for ARM 
We give some notations first. Consider a contingency table with K cells and a total of n 
counts. Under the multinomial sampling framework, the contingency table simply provides the 
number of observations that fall into the cells. Let x\,..., denote the K cells with x^ of the 
form (ii, ...,im) that indicates the levels of the factors. For example, xi = (1,1,1) denotes the 
cell with each factor at level 1 in a 3 way table. Let n\, n^,..., hk be the numbers of counts in 
the cells xi,..., xk respectively. Obviously, (ni,n,2,...,?%%) is a slightly different way to express 
the contingency table. 
For each individual point in the n i.i.d multinomial observations, it can be viewed as taking 
a value y = (yi,-••, ya) where % = 1 (if the observation falls into the fcth cell) and y y = 0 for 
k' ^ k (note that JZk=i Uk = 1). For example, (1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) means that this observation 
falls in the first cell xi when there are three factors all with 2 levels. Let f(xk) be the probability 
of the fcth cel l  and let  Pf (y)  = f(xi) y i  •  •  •  f (xx)V K  denote the mult inomial  probabil i ty of  y 
with respect to v, the counting measure on the set of (yi,..., y#) with % being 1 for only one 
element and the others being zero. Note that /(xfc) is in fact just tt^ t...,irn at the corresponding 
cell. The new notation is simpler and will be used quite a few times in this section. For the 
ith observation, let y = (yiti, • • • ,yK,i) denote the outcome. 
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For a given model j ,  let (x^,) be the MLE of f (x k)  based on the first i  observations. 
As in Yang (2001), for the theoretical result, we study a slightly different estimator from that 
given in section 3. The modified combined estimator has the theoretical property and the 
one proposed in section 3 is much less computationally challenging and thus more practically 
feasible. 
Let A be a set of positive numbers satisfying Ej>i A) = 1- Here A may be viewed as 
prior weights of the models. Let io > K be a given integer. We consider estimating the 
parameters for each model in a sequential fashion starting from the sample size io — 1. When 
the next observation comes in, we re-estimate the parameters, and so on. For i = io — 1, let 
fi{xk) = J2j>i Ajfj,iixk)• For each j and i0<i<n, let 
a =  X j  Ui0<s<i Uk=i f j ,s- i{xk)Y k ' s  
Then let f i (xk) = Ej>i Pj, i f j , i ( xk) be a combined estimator of the cell probability. Define 
another est imator f*(x k)  = nJ0 + 2  T,?= i o- i  f i ( xk) of f (x k) .  
Let D(p ||  q)  — Jplog(p/q)  and D2 H(p,  q) = Ji^/p—^/q)2  denote the Kullback-Leibler (K-L) 
divergence and the squared Hellinger distance between two densities p and q respectively. For 
an estimator / of /, let || / —/ |||= j( Y.f=i{f(xi) ~ 7(x-,;)}2 be the average squared error (note 
E II / ~ / 111 the same as up to a constant). Our results on the squared error risk 
require some condition. 
Condition 1: We assume that for each model j ,  the estimators of the probabilities are 
uniformly bounded away from 0 and 1, i.e., there exists constants 0 < Aj < 1/2 such that 
fj,i(xk) is always between Aj and 1 — Aj for all xk and all sample size i (large enough). 
Theorem 1: For the combined estimator f i (x k) ,  the cumulative K-L risk satisfies 
2] ^D(ry||^)<W{log(l/A,)+ Y] (2.1) 
i=io~ 1 i=io — 1 
and for the combined estimator /*(x>.), we have 
ED(P, II P k)  < + —^2 E D^P '  » P'2> 
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and under Condition 1, the mean squared error of f* satisfies 
lQg(l/Aj) 
E  a i l f - W } .  M  
Note that no conditions are needed at all for the first two risk bounds. The first risk bound 
says that in terms of the cumulative K-L risk in estimating the cell probability, the combined 
estimator performs as well as the best model (which minimizes the cumulative risk among all 
the candidates) up to an additive constant. The risk bound in squared error loss is weaker in 
terms of the multiplicative constant in the bound. Note that unlike some asymptotic results 
where the risk or loss bound holds only when n goes to infinity, our risk bounds hold for all 
the sample sizes and the constants are explicitly given. It is worth pointing out that when 
model selection is having high instability, asymptotic results assuming n goes to infinity and 
K is fixed are usually not applicable and thus less useful compared to risk bounds that hold 
for all sample sizes. 
Proof of Theorem 1: Observe that for i  >io,  
Ej>l A j{ri io<s<i Uti  f j ,s- i(x k) y k ' s}ULi f ,A xk) y k ' i + 1  
J2i> i n»0<s<i rifcLi fi,s~i(xk)yk,s 
By the definition of /i0 _ i ,  we have 
n n  K 
n p;,<&+,)=x> n n&(«)•"«' 
Then 
i=io-i J 
n  r Pf(v ) 
£  e p,(y_M)  log^+yc^,)  
i=i0-1 J  
n  r  n P f ( v .  )  
£  EJ II  p f (y i +1) l 0§ P . fa+ 1  )"(4V • • •  vViu+i)  
i  — ig — l  i—iç) — 1 1 
r  7 1  Pf i v .  )  
a/ n log p. )^(^) - - - y(d&+i) 
J «=*0-1 n»=»o-i f^y.i+1' 
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^ ^ Ej A, niUo-i nLi A; 
HLio-i p f (Ëi .  
=io—l Z-ij /x] l\. i=i0-
- ,  P f(v. . . )  
Z/(%J .(/(du ,J 
5 E/,5-,P/<&+l) 106 Aj n?„„-, nf„ 
< i"gd/A,)+ej û_Pf^+l)i0g•••"<%„«) 
iog(i/Ai)+ Ê E  J p f (É l°gj^^"(dy)-
«=«0-1 J 
Minimizing over j, we have 
£ E  [ p f (y)  lo8 -ET^v(dM) ^  ™f{log(l/Aj) + è E [  P f ( y )  log p^pMdy )  
«=%-! J HiVU 1 «=«o-i J Hj.iW 
i.e., the risk bound (2.1) of Theorem 1 holds. 
By the convexity of K-L divergence, we have 
ED(P f  | |  P k)  < i n f +  _ L _  £  E D ( P f  u  p y > ,  
>1 Tl  — 20 + 2 Tl  — io  + 2 . . 1 
1=10 — 1 
which proves the risk bound (2.2). Now 
Pfiv)  log ^7,1 v(dy) = ]T f ( xk) log /(%) 
^,/k) - T ÂiW 
< E < -1 
k Jj,i\xk) j k 
where the first equality follows from the familiar bound on the K-L divergence by the chi-
square distance and the second inequality follows from the boundedness assumption on the 
estimators. Then we have 
n K n 
E ED(f/||fyJ<log(l/Aj) + -^ E 2II/-W2. 
i=io~l  j i=io—l 
for each j .  Since the squared Hellinger distance is always bounded above by the K-L divergence, 
we have 
i—io — l J i=io~ 1 
Note that d2 H(P f ,Pg)  = T ,k=iWf{xk) ~ \ fg{xk)}2 > \T ,k=i{f (xk)  ~ g (xk)}2- As 
quence, we have 
£ E\\ f-h.  Ills 4 i  £ E II / - hi 111}. 
i=iQ — 1 3  i—io — l  
a conse-
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By the convexity of squared L2 loss, we have 
0  i=n-N n +1 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
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CHAPTER 3. MODEL COMBINING IN SURVIVAL ANALYSIS 
Summary 
Model uncertainty is inherent in model selection in survival analysis. We explore a model com­
bining technique, Adaptive Regression by Mixing (ARM) to convexly combine the estimates 
of survival models to account for model uncertainty. We empirically study combining different 
model classes in addition to combining one model class. We explore several methods to as­
sess the predictive performance in survival study. The advantage of ARM compared to model 
selection methods and other model averaging techniques is illustrated by simulations and a 
study of chemotherapy for inoperable lung cancers. A theoretical result on the risk bound on 
ARM assuming a right random censoring mechanism is also presented. 
3.1 Introduction 
Survival analysis treats events that occur after a certain period of time. In medical studies, 
the event may be death, or it may be the diagnosis of some disease such as cancer. In the 
usual case, the subject is observed for a finite time which may be less than the time to the 
event. When the time to event exceeds the final inspection time, the observation is censored 
and indicated by the value of a censoring indicator. 
Quantities that may be estimated include the survivor function S ( t ) ,  which represents the 
probability that the survival time would be at least t, and the hazard rate h(t), which represents 
the instantaneous failure rate at time t conditional on survival up to time t. In addition to 
the survival time or the censoring time and the censoring indicator, often covariates associated 
with each subject are observed. 
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One popular approach to analyze the effects of the covariates on the survival functions in 
medical studies is the Cox proportional hazard model (Cox, 1972). It specifies the hazard rate 
for subject i with covariate vector Xj to be 
h ( t )  =  h 0 ( t )  exp(Xf^), 
where ( 3  is the coefficient vector and h 0 ( t )  is the baseline hazard function, left unspecified. 
For this reason, the Cox model is also called semi-parametric model. The Cox model has 
the flexibility of avoiding specification of the baseline hazard function. The estimation of the 
parameters is commonly based on the partial likelihood. It describes the survival time in a 
comparative sense. 
If we also want to describe the basic underlying distribution of the survival time, then 
parametric models may be preferred. With a parametric model, the full maximum likelihood 
can be used to estimate the parameters. Common parametric models for survival analysis 
include the exponential, Weibull, log-normal, log-logistic and gamma models. The Weibull 
model is a popular parametric proportional hazard model to incorporate the effects of the 
covariates. It specifies the baseline hazard rate as 
h 0 ( t )  —  9  a t 0 1 - 1 ,  
and the hazard rate of subject i  has the form 
h { t )  =  h 0 ( t )  e x p ( X f  ( 3 ) .  
In medical studies, a large number of covariates may be associated with each subject. 
The traditional analysis of selecting a proper subset of covariates involves using some model 
selection criteria, such as AIC or BIC or stepwise selection methods. It is well known that such 
procedures ignore model uncertainty (e.g., Draper (1995); Chatfield (1995)). Model uncertainty 
occurs when a slight change in the problem (e.g., in the data) causes a model selection criterion 
to choose a quite different model. When the model choice is unstable, the analysis results may 
be unreliable. 
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A natural way to accounting for model uncertainty is to average the models under con­
sideration. If a quantity common to all the J models A is to be estimated, model averaging 
would yield the combined estimator 
j  
À — E w3^h 
3=i 
where Wj is the weight assigned to model j  and Aj is the corresponding estimator. 
Instead of estimating the value of a quantity of interest, Bayesian analysis seeks the pos­
terior probability of a quantity given data D. Thus the Bayesian model averaging (BMA) 
produces a combined estimator of the form 
J  
Pr(A\D) = Y /Pr(&\M j ,D)w j ,  
i= i 
where Pr(A \Mj,D) is the posterior probability of A under model j .  
Averaging methods differ on W j .  BMA takes W j  = Pr (Mj\D),  which is the posterior 
probability assigned to model j (see, e.g., Hoeting et al. (1999)). Buckland et al. (1997) 
calculate wj based on a model selection criterion, such as the commonly used AIC or BIC 
values. 
In this paper we will adopt an averaging method called ARM (Adaptive Regression by 
Mixing) proposed by Yang (2001) which assigns weights to models based on the predictive 
performance of each model. This method is relatively easy to implement and allows the 
derivation of the upper risk bound for the combined estimator. 
ARM has its roots in information theory. Its derivation is based on the insight that in the 
Kullback-Leibler divergence sense, for a family of distributions, we can construct a centroid 
which is close to every member of the family even though the members can be far apart from 
each other. This insight leads to a weighting method that guarantees the risk of the combined 
estimator is comparable to the risk of the best model plus a small penalty term. 
ARM has been applied with success in a number of settings (see, e.g., Yang (2000); Yang 
(2004)). This technique has not yet been applied in survival analysis. Censoring imposes 
special challenges in applying ARM in this setting. In this paper, we will develop an algorithm 
for combining survival models and demonstrate how ARM leads to better estimation and 
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predictive results under certain settings in simulations and real applications. A theoretical 
proof of the risk bound of ARM is given in the appendix. 
3.2 Adaptive Regression by Mixing 
Yang (2001) proposed a method called ARM for combining models in the context of re­
gression with random design. It uses a portion of the data to fit each candidate model and the 
other portion of the data to evaluate the performance of each candidate model. The candidate 
models are weighted according to their performance in the evaluation stage and combined to 
give the ARM estimator. We explore the implementation of the ARM algorithm in the context 
of survival analysis. 
A key step in the algorithm is to use the likelihood of the second part of the data to 
evaluate the performance of different candidate models. For survival analysis, the likelihood is 
more complicated than for ordinary regression due to censoring. For parametric models, the 
actual likelihood is constructed by considering the contribution of non-censored (x,y,5 = 1) 
and censored data points (x,y,5 — 0) separately where 5 is the censoring indicator. With no 
censoring, the contribution to the likelihood is the 'probability' that a subject lives exactly 
'y' time units which is given by the value of the density function f(y; /3, x). For a censored 
observation, the contribution to the likelihood is the probability that a subject survives at least 
'y' time units which is given by the survivor function S(y, (3, x). Hence the joint likelihood has 
the form 
i=i 
Please refer to the appendix for a strict derivation of the likelihood function where a random 
right censoring mechanism is assumed. For the nonparametric Cox model, we use the partial 
likelihood for assessing model performance. The basic procedure is given in the following steps. 
•  Step 1.  Randomly split the data into 2 parts, which are denoted by and and 
contain n\ and n2 observations respectively. 
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•  Step 2. For each candidate model j  = 1,2... J, obtain the estimates of parameters (3j 
using 
•  Step 3.  Assess the performance of the models according to the likelihood of the second 
part of the data: 
712 
i—\  
Note fjti = fjfliyuxufij) and Sjj = Sjti(yi,Xi,f3j) are the estimated survival density and 
survivor function of observation i  based on the est imates of  parameters  (3 j  from model  j  
in step 2. 
For the Cox model, we use the partial likelihood 
E = U (  
' 1 £,««,) exp(Xf/!,) 
where ti is one of the observed failure or censoring times, Xi is the covariate vector for 
the subject with survival time U, and Ri is the risk set at time U, i.e., the set of subjects 
who have not been censored or experienced a failure and are thus at risk at time U. For 
simplicity, we assume there are no ties between times of event. 
Step 4• Assign each model j  the weight 
Ej 
Wi =  UJ ~  
EiLi# 
Note that J2j=i Wj = 1. 
•  Step 5.  Repeat steps 1-5 M — 1 times. Let Wj be the averaged weight of the j  th model 
over these M permutations. Compute the convex combination of estimators by: 
j  
3  =  1 
3.3 Simulations 
We would like to compare the performance of ARM with that of two commonly used model 
selection methods, AIC and BIC, and with BMA and one of Buckland's methods (abbreviated 
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as BUG in this paper) in simulations where the truth is known. For BUG, we determine the 
weight of a model by its AIC or BIC value. For BMA, we adopt the simplified method of 
Raftery (1995) which computes the posterior probability of a model by a function of its BIC 
value. This simplified method coincides with Buckland's method for computing weights when 
using BIC as a criterion. For this reason, we use AIC as the criterion in Buckland's weighting 
scheme. We are interested in estimating the survivor function S(t) or the density function 
/W-
3.3.1 Combine Weibull Models 
The simulations start with specifying a true survivor function. We will illustrate the rel­
ative performance of ARM by the Weibull proportional hazard model which is the default 
distribution in survreg function in R. 
Data are generated from S ( t )  = exp(—0ta exp(XT(3)). The parameters values are specified. 
Each component of the covariate vector is independently generated from uniform (0,1). To 
generate the observed survival time y, we consider a random right censoring mechanism. The 
true survival time t is generated from the true survival function S(t). The censoring time c 
is generated from an exponential distribution with mean 6'. Let y = min(t, c) and d = 0 if 
c < y, and d = 1 otherwise. Sample size n will be predetermined as well. In this way, we have 
generated the observed survival time, censoring indicator and the covariates for each subject. 
For each subject i ,  we obtain the estimated survival function Si( t )  by different methods. 
We measure the distance between Si(t) and Si(t) by the weighted integrated squared error 
d (Si( t ),Si( t ) )  =  J  Wi( t )(Si( t )  - Si( t ) ) 2 d t .  
Here we take Wi( t )  = 1. For some parametric functions, we may need to adopt other forms 
of w(t) to ensure the integrability of the squared error between S(t) and S(t). The loss is 
i Ya=i d(Si(t), Si(t)), where n is the number of subjects. We take the average loss of 100 
replications as the approximate risk. For each replication, we split the data 200 times to 
average out the variability in data splitting. 
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In case 1, we have 6 covariates with 0 = 1/5000,0 '  — 0.02, a = 2, XT(3 — 0.25Xi +0.35X2 + 
O.45X3+O.2OX4+O.I8X5+0.16X6. The results are in Table 3.1. The number in the parenthesis 
is the standard error of the risk. 
In case 2, we have 7 covariates with a = 2,6 = 0.001,6'  = 0.04, XT f3 = 0.20Xi + 0.30X% + 
O.4OX3 + O.5OX4 + O.6OX5 + 0.20X6 + O.lSXy. The risks are in Table 3.2. 
Table 3.1 Integrated Squared Error Risk with Six Covariates 





















Table 3.2 Integrated Squared Error Risk with Seven Covariates 
























In case 1, with a small sample size n = 100, ARM demonstrated substantial advantage 
over the best of other methods with an improvement in risk of 11.5%. With the increase of 
the sample size, the advantage diminished. This makes intuitive sense as with a small sample 
size, AIC and BIC had difficulty in identifying the best model. Consequently BMA and BUG 
also suffered in their performance as they weight models based on BIC or AIC values. When 
the sample size increased, it was easier for AIC and BIC to select a good model and therefore 
BMA achieved the best performance in this case. However, the sample size does not tell 
the whole story. When the true model was more complicated as in case 2, we continued to 
observe substantial advantage for ARM with the increased sample size. It seems the relative 
performance of ARM at least depends on sample size as well as the true model structure. 
The good performance of ARM with small sample size may have important implications in 
real applications. If a reliable result can be achieved through ARM based on a smaller sample 
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size, costs can be reduced in experiments, such as clinical trials, in which raising sample size 
is expensive. 
To gain more understanding of the better performance of ARM, we generated a data set 
of size 100 from the specif ied t rue model  in case 2.  We selected an 'average '  data point  i  
and plotted the true survivor function S(t) and the estimated survivor function with different 
methods. In Figure 3.1, the top line is S(t), and the curve closest to S(t) is the ARM estimate of 
S(t). In order to get a clearer picture of the relative performance of these methods, we plotted 
the difference between the true and the estimated survivor functions in Figure 3.2. There we 
can see clearly S(t) by ARM is closest to S(t), while S(t) by AIC (or BIC) is furthest away 
from the true function, and S(t) by BMA and BUC fall in the middle. 
Although ARM does not necessarily produce the best estimate of the survivor curve for 
every subject in the data set, this picture should be typical of the general population, and that 
helps illustrate why we observe the advantage of ARM over the best of other methods in terms 
of estimating the survivor function over all the subjects. 
We also compared the estimates of the median survival time for this subject with the true 
median survival time. For this subject, the true median survival time is 14.9, and the estimates 
by AIC (or BIC), BUC, BMA and ARM are 12.6, 12.85, 13.1 and 13.35 respectively, with the 
estimate of ARM closest to the true value. For this data set, we also compared the average of 
the squared difference between the true median and the estimated median survival time over 
all subjects by — Mi)2/n, where is the true median value for subject i and M; is 
its estimate. The losses for AIC (or BIC), BUC, BMA and ARM are 7.59, 5.11, 4.83 and 4.52 
respectively. Since ARM produces the best estimate of the whole survivor curve on average, 
it is not surprising that it also produces the best estimate of some of the important quantités 
on average. 
3.3.2 Combine Different Model Classes 
Yang (2001) points out ARM is not limited to combining models from the same family. 
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Figure 3.1 True and Estimated Survivor Function 
results suggest the risk of ARM is comparable to the best model among all the candidates 
from different families plus a penalty term. We would like to explore the performance of ARM 
in combining Weibull models and log-normal models in this subsection. 
The log-normal model is also popular in modeling survival time. It models the logarithm 
of the survival time t as a normal random variable with mean /i and variance a2, i.e., 
f ( t )  = exp(-(log( t)  -  n)2 /2<j2) .  
cry 2ir  
The survivor function has the form 
a 
The covariates X are incorporated into the function through 
M = 0o + 0iX\ + • • • + 0pXp. 
The simulations start with specifying a true density for the survival time t .  We take the true 
density to be a mixture of the Weibull density and the log-normal density, i.e., 
f ( t )  = A9ata~ x  exp{(XT(3)-6ta  exp(XT/3))+(l-A)—exp(-( log(t)-((30+XT(3))2 /2a2) ,  
cry 2n 
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Difference in Survivor Functions 
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Figure 3.2 Difference between True and Estimated Survivor Function 
|S-g |  
where XT(3 = (i \X\  -\  h (3pXp .  Each component of X is generated from uniform (0,1). The 
parameter values are specified. We consider again a random right censoring mechanism. The 
true survival time t is generated from the true density function /(t). The censoring time c is 
generated from an exponential  distr ibution with mean Q' .  Let  y = min(#,  c)  and d = 0 if  c < y,  
and d = 1 otherwise. Sample size n is predetermined as well. 
For each subject i ,  we obtain the estimated density function f i ( t )  by different methods. 
Note in using AIC (BIC) criterion to select a model, a model with the minimum AIC (BIC) 
value among all the models from the two classes is selected. It could be either a Weibull model 
or a log-normal model. In combining, we stack all the candidate models into a single list, 
and each model is assigned a weight by its predictive performance as before. We measure the 
distance between fi(t) and fi(t) by the integrated squared error 
d(f i ( t ) , f i { t ))  = J(f i ( t )  -  fi( t))2dt.  
The loss is ^ where n is the number of subjects. We take the average loss 
of 50 replications as the approximate risk. For each replication, we split the data 200 times to 
average out the variability in data splitting. 
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In this simulation, we have 6 covariates with 9 = 1/5000,9'  = 0.02, a = 2, XT(3 — 0.25Xi + 
0.35X2+O.45X3 + O.2OX4 + O.I8X5 + O.I6X6, a = 1, /?o = 2, n = 100. In case 1, we take A = 0.5, 
1.e., the data are generated from a mixture of the Weibull and the log-normal distribution. In 
case 2, we have A = 1, i.e., the data are generated from the Weibull distribution. In case 3, we 
have A — 0, i.e., the data are generated from the log-normal distribution. The results are in 
Table 3.3. The number in the parenthesis is the standard error of the risk. Note the risk and 
standard error values are multiplied by 1000 in the table. 
Table 3.3 Integrated Squared Error Risk with Two Model Classes 
AIC BIC BMA BUC ARM 
A = 0.5 3.34 2.82 1.87 2.02 1.66 
(0.2) (0.2) (0.1) (0.1) (0.1) 
A = 1 2.96 3.13 2.89 2.76 2.24 
(0.4) (0.4) (0.3 (0.3) (0.1) 
A — 0 2.01 1.92 1.85 1.89 1.70 
(0.3) (0.3) (0.2) (0.2) (0.2) 
ARM provided adaptation in combining different model classes as we expected. In case 
1, the true density is a mixture density which is not included in the list of candidate models. 
However, some candidate models are closer to the true distribution than others, and the theo­
retical result ensures that the risk of the combined density through ARM is comparable to that 
of the best candidate in the list. For some randomly generated data sets, we have analyzed 
the performance of AIC (BIC). We have compared the loss of AIC (BIC) models within each 
family separately, i.e., the loss of AIC (BIC) Weibull and AIC (BIC) log-normal model. Very 
often, the model selected from the list by AIC (BIC) was not the one with smaller loss. When 
AIC (BIC) Weibull (log-normal) model was substantially better than AIC (BIC) log-normal 
(Weibull) but was not selected, the performance of AIC (BIC) was affected and consequently, 
the performance of BMA and BUC was affected negatively as well. However, while AIC (BIC) 
had difficulty in identifying a better model, ARM was able to consistently assign higher weights 
to models with better risk. 
In cases 2 and 3, we take the true model to be the Weibull and the log-normal model 
respectively, and we are combining models from both the Weibull and the log-normal families. 
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For many applications, we may not be certain about which family of distributions to consider, 
and may wish to try different specifications of the distributions. For example, the Weibull 
distribution has monotone hazard, it has increasing hazard for a > 1, and decreasing hazard 
for a < 1, while the log-normal model has unimodal hazard, its hazard starts at 0, increases 
initially then decreases to 0 as the survival time goes to infinity. Therefore they provide 
flexibility in handling models with different shapes of hazard functions. 
In case 2, there were occasions when AIC failed to identify the true model and chose a 
log-normal model with a bigger risk than the Weibull AIC model. There were also occasions 
when AIC was able to identify the true model which was the Weibull model, but the true 
model did not necessarily have smaller risk compared to the log-normal AIC model. Figure 
3.3 displays the true density function for an average subject in a randomly generated data set. 
For this data set, A AIC Weibull model was selected by the AIC criterion, but the log-normal 
AIC model was closer to the true density compared to the Weibull AIC model for this subject. 
When AIC failed to choose a model with a smaller risk, the performance of AIC and BUC was 
affected. However, ARM was able to assign substantial weights to models with smaller risks 
(though they may be in the wrong model family), and demonstrated an advantage over model 
selection methods and model combining methods based on AIC values. The same reasoning 
applies to BIC and BMA as well. In cases 2 and 3, the improvement in risk by ARM over the 
best alternative was 18.8% and 10.1% respectively. 
3.4 Application in Lung Cancer Study 
In this section, we explore the relative performance of ARM in real applications with the 
Veteran Administration Lung Cancer data reported by Prentice (1973). This is a survival data 
set analyzed by many people. The study was on advanced inoperable cases. Most patients 
were followed until death. Only 9 of the 137 survival times were censored. 
Five covariates are considered for inclusion in this model: treatment (test or standard 
chemotherapy), age, whether or not prior therapy had been received, performance rating mea­
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Figure 3.3 Compare True and Estimated Survival Densities 
mous, small cell, large cell, adeno). 
Prentice (1973) concluded this data set fits an exponential regression model which is a 
special type of the Weibull model with the parameter a — 1. Therefore we choose the Weibull 
proportional hazard model to analyze this data set. For model selection, we restrict our 
attention to the selection of covariates. 
Without considering interaction terms, there are 25 = 32 models in total to consider. Since 
the model space is relatively small, we do not expect much model uncertainty here. However, 
applying ARM allows better predictive performance compared to other selection and combining 
methods. 
We assess the performance of ARM and other methods on the basis of their predictive 
performance measures used by Volinsky et al. (1997). To this end, we split data randomly and 
use 1/2 as model building data DB  and the remaining as test  data D1 .  
The parameter estimates from DB  define a predictive density for each subject in D r .  A 
log-score for a model Mj is the sum of the logarithms of the predictive densities of all the 
subjects in the test  data DT :  
53 loë fV (subject; \Mj ,DB) .  
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The predictive log-score for a combining method is: 
l og{53 Prisubject i lMj,  DB)wj},  
D T  j  
where Wj is the weight assigned to model j  based on D B .  Note Pr(sub]ect i \Mj,  D b)wj 
gives the predictive density of subject i through model combining. We split the data 50 times 
and the averages of the predictive scores for these 50 replications are shown in Table 3.4. The 
number in the parenthesis is the standard error of the average predictive score. 
Table 3.4 Predictive Scores for Different Methods 











The improvement of the predictive score by ARM over the best of the other methods (which 
is BMA here) is b = 2.81. A bigger predictive score implies it is more likely to observe the 
test data under the density predicted by ARM. There are nr = 67 subjects in the test data. 
So this means that on average, the likelihood of observing the test data under the predictive 
density by ARM is exp(b/nx) — 1.043 over that of the best of the other methods, or 4.3% 
higher. 
We also compared the different methods based on their predictive discrimination, namely 
how they sort the patients in the test data into risk groups (high, medium or low risk group) 
(cf.,Volinsky et al. (1997)). We assign a patient to a risk group by his predicted risk score 
XTJ3, where P is estimated using the build data. 
Then we calculate risk scores XT j3 for each person in the test data. 
Define low, medium and high risk groups by the empirical 33rd and 67th percentiles of the 
risk scores, and accordingly assign each patient in the test data to the low, medium or high 
risk groups. 
For each replication, we calculate the mean survival time for people who actually died in 
each risk group in the test data. We split the data 100 times to average out splitting variability. 
The number in Table 3.5 is the average of the mean survival time over the 100 replications. 
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The number in the parenthesis is the standard error of the average of the mean survival time 
in each group. 
Table 3.5 Mean Survival Time for Different Risk Groups under Weibull 
Model 
AIC BIC BMA BUC ARM 
Low 220.38 214.49 229.03 227.01 233.60 
(2.39) (2.91) (2.98) (1.83) (2.80) 
Medium 100.04 122.28 101.68 101.31 97.11 
(2.47) (4.16) (1.50) (2.29) (1.73) 
High 48.75 50.32 47.09 48.11 45.60 
(1.12) (1.31) (1.03) (1.14) (1.01) 
In survival analysis, if we take the risk score as the 'predicted' value for a subject and 
the observed survival time as the 'observed' value for that subject, we expect a good method 
to assign a higher risk score to a subject who is observed to have shorter survival time. By 
examining the average survival time in each risk group, we can see the patients classified by 
ARM into high risk group had the smallest average survival time, while the patients classified 
into the low risk group by ARM had the maximum average survival time. Note the average 
survival time for the non-censored patients in the data was about 120 days. Even though the 
difference between ARM and the other methods may be not big enough in absolute value, this 
example demonstrates the higher predictive discrimination capability of ARM compared to 
other selection and combining methods. 
Since we have computed the predictive density for each subject in the test data, we will be 
able to compute the predictive mean survival time for each subject. For the Weibull distribution 
with density 
f ( t )  = 6ata~ l  exp( X t(3 -  0ta  exp( X T /3)) ,  
the mean survival time has a closed form 
E(T) = (exp(X^)0)-i/(T(a-i + 1). 
Even though in survival analysis, we are mainly interested in estimating the survivor or the 
hazard function, it is sometimes desirable to estimate the expected survival time for a subject. 
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Then comparing the expected survival time to the observed survival time of the subjects can 
serve as another way to assess the predictive performance of different methods. To this end, we 
calculated the mean survival time for each subject with non-censored survival time in the test 
data yi, and compared fji to the observed survival time y% across the subjects by the average 
absolute difference ^ Yhi IVi ~ Ui\> where ri2 is the number of the non-censored observations in 
the test data. The average difference over 50 replications with standard error in the parenthesis 
is in Table 3.6. 
Table 3.6 Difference between Estimated and Observed Survival Time 











These methods gave similar average absolute differences between the estimated mean sur­
vival and the observed survival time for non-censored subjects in the test data. ARM demon­
strated moderate advantage over other methods. Recall the mean survival time for all the 
non-sensored subjects in this data set was about 120 days, an average difference between the 
estimated and observed survival time over 90 days showed the difficulty in precisely predicting 
the expected survival time in survival analysis. 
3.5 Discussions and Remarks 
ARM is applied in survival analysis to account for model uncertainty. The integrated mean 
squared error between the true and the estimated survivor functions allows us to compare the 
performance of different methods in simulation studies. The results demonstrate that when the 
true model is relatively big and the sample size is not too big, ARM substantially outperformed 
AIC, BIC and the other two commonly used model averaging methods. Note in simulation 
study, we restrict the true model to contain only the main effects of the covariates. Including 
the interaction terms would make the true model more complicated and we expect to observe 
even a bigger ARM advantage in this case. 
We have mainly considered one component of uncertainty: which subset of the covariates 
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to select. There are other components of uncertainty including the functional forms of the co­
variates, the distributional forms of the models and the choice between a parametric model and 
a non- or semi-parametric model. We believe potential gains exist for ARM by taking account 
of these aspects. One interesting development would be to combine parametric models and the 
commonly used Cox models. A direct comparison of a Cox model and a parametric model is 
not feasible since we have only partial likelihood in Cox model. Therefore, we need to estimate 
the baseline hazard and survivor functions in the Cox model to facilitate the comparison. One 
popular method is given by Kaflbeisch and Prentice (1973), where the baseline hazard and 
survivor function can be estimated from data and the estimated coefficients $. 
Then the hazard function and survivor function for individual i  can be estimated as 
&i(t) = Âo(t)exp(z^), 
AW = [%(t)M=?A 
Therefore the density function can be obtained as 
A(t) = ^(t)A(t). 
Then we will be able to compute the full likelihood of the data under the Cox model and thus a 
Cox model and a parametric model can be weighted by the ARM algorithm. We expect ARM 
would produce estimators of smaller risks compared to combining a single class of models due 
to the automatic adaptation property of ARM. 
Appendix: A Risk Bound for ARM 
Suppose we observe 2% = Y i y  A,;), '< = 1, •••,«, independent observations where Xi is a 
covariate vector of length p, Yi is the observed survival or censored time for subject i and Aj 
is the censoring indicator taking values 0 or 1. 
Assume a random right censoring process where each individual has a real survival time Tj 
and a censoring time Q. Note Yi = min(T,;. Q). Assume TL and Q are independent continuous 
variables. We further assume the censoring time and real survival time depend on the covariates 
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with conditional probability density functions f ( t \x) ,g(c\x)  with respect the Lebesgue measure 
and survivor functions S(t\x),G(c\x) respectively. 
For an individual observation {Xi,Yi ,  Aj}, we want to obtain the joint density of {Yi ,  A;} 
given Xi. Note 
Pr(Yi  <y,Ai  = 0|JQ = x) 
= Pr(Ci <y,Ti> Ci\Xi  — x)  
ry  roc  
= J J f( t \x)g(c\x)dtdc 
ry  roo  
= J J f( t \x)dtg(c\x)dc 
ry 
= / S(c\x)g(c\x)dc,  
Jo 
where the second equality follows from the independence of Tj and Q. 
Similarly, we have 
Pr(Yi  <y,Ai  = 1|Xi = x) 
— Pr(Ti  <y,Ci> Ti\Xi  = x) 
ry  roo  
=  J  J  f { t \ x )9 i c \ x )d tdc  
ry  roo  
— g(c\x)dcf( t \x)dt  
Jo Jt  
= [  G(t\x)f( t \x)dt .  
Jo 
From the two expressions, we can conclude the density of (Yi, Aj|JQ) is: 
1-5 
with respect to the product measure v ®m, where v is the Lebesgue measure on R1  and m is 
the counting measure on {0,1}. 
Denote the marginal distribution of X by /u. Then the joint density of a single observation 
(Xi, Yj, Aj) can thus be written as 
-Pf,a(%,%,<S) = (/(î/|z)G(2/|%)/ (gÙ/M'Sfî'lz;))^ 
with respect to the product measure 
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Note that for the implementation of the proposed ARM method, the functions g and G 
need not to be known. Since the multiplicative parts involving g and G in the likelihood do not 
contain any unknown parameters and they stay the same for all the models being considered, 
their removal does not reduce information and the likelihood of the data is thus simplified to 
n 
L = H f{Vi\ x i )5 i  SiVilxi)1 '5 1  •  
i=l 
For the theoretical result, we study a slightly different estimator from that given in the 
algorithm. We are interested in estimating the real survival density f(y) and the survivor 
function S(y) .  Let f j t i (y\x) ,  Sj t i (y\x)  be the est imates of  f (y\x)  and S(y\x)  from model  j  
based on the first i observations. 
Let Aj be a set of positive numbers satisfying Y^j>i Aj = 1. Here A may be viewed as prior 
weights of the models. 
For a given io > 2, following the same notations we have used in the previous chapter, let 
n _ A) n»o<s<t(/j,S-l(2As|a's))'^('^j,S-l(ysl:l::s))1 
^ E;>i A; 
For i>io,  let 
i> i  
3> 1 
And for i  = io — 1, let 
.ÂWz) = 
j> i  
and 
Si(y\x)  =  ^ 2XjS j t i (y\x) .  
j> i 
Let D(p ||  q)  = f plog(p/q)  denote the Kullback-Leibler (K-L) divergence between two 
densi t ies  p and q.  
Theorem 1: For the combined estimator f i (y\x)  and §i(y\x)  constructed from above, we 
have 
n Z 1 n  \  
E £ D ( p «l l p AA)<i5 f 1 ">8i :+  E  ED(P„ | |  P A i S j i )  (3 .1)  
«=«0 — 1 \ J «=*0 — 1 / 
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Proof: 
Recall the joint density of (%{,%,&) is 
!/,<?) = (/Ù/|z)G(z/|z))* (g(j/|a:)g(!/|a;))^' . 
Note for S = 1 or 0, we have 
p f i ,Si  (x> y>ô) = Yl (x'  y>5)-
j>i 
Thus from the definition of f3jti, together with the that of /i0_i and Sl0-i, we have 
n n 
n •^ > / i ,5 i ( : r »+ 1 ' y»+i ' =  ^  IT y i + i >^»+i) -
«=«0  — 1  j>  1  i—io  — 1  
For 2 < i < n, we have 
S [ P f ,s(x,y ,  S)  log p/,S^' 8 i/(8 m(dxdydô) 
i= io - i  J  r j § {x ,y ,0 )  
= ^2 E  [ Pf,s(x i + 1 ,y i + 1 ,ô i + 1)  log n (g, ^ (g, n%(da\+i%+id&+i) 
m(dx i 0dy i 0d5i0)  • • •  n®v<g> m(dxn + idyn + id8n + i )  
/i ® 1/ g) - /i ® ;/ gl m(dln+ld%/n+l(^n+l) 
/llgl Z/ Igl gl Z/ Igl m(dTn+ld2/n+ldJn+l) 
=  £  F /  
/i ® Z/ Igl <8 Z/ ® m(dln+ic(!/n+l^n+l) 
^ <8 z/ ® m(dnQ%gd6ig) - - ^ <8 z/ (8 m((fin+id!/n+i(Wn+i) 
= log(l/Aj) + 52 g [ Pf,s{x , y, J) log p P f 'S^X! y '  Ô \ ,  n®v® m(dxdydô).  
This completes the proof of result (3.1). 
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CHAPTER 4. MODEL COMBINING IN FACTORIAL DATA 
ANALYSIS 
We study the properties of a model combining method, ARM, in the ANOVA framework. 
We propose model instability measures as a guide to the appropriateness of model combining in 
applications. We further systematically investigate the relationship between ARM performance 
and the underlying model structure. We propose an approach to evaluating the importance of 
factors based on the combined estimates. A theoretical risk bound on the combined estimator 
is also obtained. 
4.1 Introduction 
A now well known problem common to model selection is the potential for large instability 
in searching for the best model. By instability we mean the uncertainty in identifying the best 
model which in this paper we will take to be best in terms of a statistical risk of interest. Often 
a small change or perturbation of the data results in the selection of a quite different model 
(Breiman, 1996b). Then inferences based on the selected model are not reliable. 
Model averaging (or combining) is a natural approach to accounting for model uncertainty. 
In this paper, we investigate a model averaging technique, ARM, proposed by Yang (2001). 
Compared to the Bayesian model averaging approach which weights the models by their pos­
terior probability (see, e.g., Hoeting et al. (1999) for a review of the general methodology 
and computational issues), Yang's method is easy to implement and allows the derivation of 
theoretical risk bounds for the estimators. 
When the selected model is not trustworthy, estimates from combining may be more re­
liable. However, model averaging is not automatically better than model selection. Model 
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combining is more expensive and complicated, and sometimes even entails sacrificing accuracy. 
Also it is difficult to interpret the combined estimators. 
The previous work on model averaging has usually been limited to demonstrating the 
advantage of combining through a few examples without exploring when model combining is 
more appropriate. We attempt to address this issue in the present work. To that end, we 
propose instability measures as a guide to help us decide between combining and selection. 
To gain more insight into the properties of combining and selection, we explore ARM in 
the specific context of the ANOVA framework. This is a context with a number of interesting 
challenges in which model combining does not appear to have been extensively explored. ARM 
has not been applied to this context. The closest application we have found is a Bayesian 
method for generalized linear models developed by Raftery (1996). However, Raftery's results 
do not apply directly to ANOVA and his method would require some adaptation to be used 
in the ANOVA setting. 
We examine the properties of ARM in the ANOVA setting primarily through an investi­
gation of risk for estimated cell means. We explore the relationship between several proposed 
instability measures and ARM performance. We also systematically explore the relationship 
between ARM performance and underlying model structure. Furthermore, given the most 
common purpose of factorial data analysis, we propose an method for evaluating factors based 
on the estimated cell means through combining when model selection is not appropriate. 
The paper is organized as follows: In section 4.2, we set up the problem of interest. In 
section 4.3 we investigate several approaches to measuring instability associated with model 
selection. In section 4.4, we present the ARM algorithm for factorial data. We investigate how 
to apply ARM and the properties of combining and selection through some data examples and 
simulations in section 4.5. Concluding remarks are in section 4.6. A risk bound to theoretically 
characterize the performance of ARM and the proof are given in an appendix. 
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4.2 Problem Setup 
Suppose there are m (m > 2) factors with levels I \ ,  • • •,Im  (I \ ,  • • •, Im  > 2) respectively. 
Consider a balanced factorial design with J ( J > 2) replicates. Let 
where is the jth observation in cell • • • 'tm, is the mean response at that cell 
and eij... imj are independent Gaussian errors with mean 0 and unknown variance CT2 (cr2 > 0). 
ANOVA concerns how the cell means 11^...%m depend on the factors and also the estimation of 
the main factor and interaction effects. 
To estimate the cell mean vector /it = K plausible models are considered: 
y. . . — ,/fc) + e. . . 
— Mil  ••• im T  
where for each k G {1,} is a family of mean vectors. For example, k = 1 
may be the independence model that includes only the main effects and k = 2 may be the 
model including all the main effects and all the two way interactions. 
In this paper, the comparison of estimators will be based on the average mean squared 
error. Let fi be an estimator of fj, based on the data. The risk is 
1 A Im 
A) = Jj " ' 52 E(Vh-im ~ f ih- im)2  
ii=l im=l 
where N = nj=i I j  is the total number of cells and the expectation is taken with respect to 
the randomness of the errors under the true model. In this paper, under Gaussian errors, for a 
given model we will use the least squares estimators (which are also MLE) to estimate the cell 
means. Throughout this paper, we will impose S restrictions on the parameters of the main 
effects and interactions (i.e., ^ ^  = 0,^^ = 0 and so on). 
4.3 Instability in Model Selection 
In this part, we study some measures that help us understand when combining outperforms 
model selection. We would expect model combining to perform better in cases where model 
selection is less appropriate. A measure that could quantify the appropriateness of model 
selection given a set of data could serve as a guide to understanding the properties of combining 
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and selection, and as a potential guide in applications to help decide whether to choose model 
selection or model combining. 
We propose using measures based on criteria of internal consistency. When a model selec­
tion technique initially chooses one model but chooses a different model when conditions are 
changed slightly, we say that the model selection technique displays instability. We consider 
three ways in which conditions can be changed slightly. The data could be perturbed, as 
with measurement error, the data could be reduced, as in moving from a larger to a smaller 
experiment, or the data could be redrawn from the same data generating process as in tests re­
peated over time. We call the three instability measures corresponding to these three forms of 
sl ight  change perturbation instabil i ty ,  sequential  instabil i ty ,  and parametric bootstrap instabil i ty  
respectively. 
The three model selection methods considered here are AIC, BIC, and a method based on 
hypothesis testing. The first two methods can be applied to data sets directly, but we have to 
make a choice to address the third. We will adopt one common approach of studying factor 
effects: start with the full model and obtain the ANOVA table. Then all the terms that are 
not significant at 0.05 level are dropped. The remaining terms constitute the selected model. 
We will call this approach the ANOVA method. 
4.3.1 Some Data Sets 
Six data sets will be used to demonstrate the proposed instability measures. The data sets 
were selected by looking through textbooks and on-line data repositories. We searched until 
we had an adequate number of data sets that met the criteria of balanced design, three or four 
factors, two factor levels per factor, and at least two replicates. We briefly describe the data 
sets below. 
Data set 1 (Neter et al. (1996), p. 942): A 23 experiment with three replicates. 
Data set 2 (Vardeman and Jobe (2001), p. 191): A 23 experiment with three replicates. 
Data set 3 (Montgomery (1997), p. 341): A 23 experiment with three replicates. 
Data set 4 (Garcia-Diaz and Phillips (1995), p. 218): A 23 experiment with two replicates. 
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Data set 5 (Montgomery (1997), p. 345): A 24 experiment with two replicates. 
Data set 6 (Mclean and Anderson (1984), p. 7 )): A 24 experiment with two replicates. 
4.3.2 Parametric Bootstrap Instability 
The idea of bootstrapping can be naturally used to measure model selection instability 
(see, e.g., Diaconis and Efron (1983)). We here focus on parametric bootstrap. Consider a 
model selection method. The selected model is used to get the estimated cell means 
and the estimate of the error variance a2. Then in each cell, J observations are generated from 
N(p„n...hn, a2) and the selection method is applied to the new data. The procedure is repeated 
a large number of times (say 1000) and the relative frequency with which it chooses a model 
different from the original selected model is recorded. If the frequency is high, we cannot be 
confident about the selected model. The results are summarized in Table 4.1. For Data set 6, 
about 70% of the time, AIC and ANOVA would choose a different model. 
Table 4.1 Parametric Bootstrap Instability of the Data Sets 
ANOVA AIC BIC 
Data set 1 0.387 0.372 0.366 
Data set 2 0.165 0.201 0.113 
Data set 3 0.192 0.289 0.271 
Data set 4 0.446 0.586 0.584 
Data set 5 0.580 0.678 0.520 
Data set 6 0.716 0.689 0.455 
4.3.3 Sequential Instability 
Sequential instability examines the consistency of selection at different data sizes. We 
expect that removing a small proportion of the data shouldn't make much difference if a 
procedure is stable. In the balanced design, we randomly remove 1 observation from each cell 
and reselect using the remaining data. The relative frequency with which a different model is 
chosen in 1000 replications is recorded. 
We apply this approach only to the data sets with at least three replicates. For the cases 
with only two replicates, removing one observation per cell implies reduction of the samples size 
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by one half, which may have quite different statistical behavior. The results are summarized 
in Table 4.2. 
Table 4.2 Sequential Instability of the Data Sets 
ANOVA AIC BIC 
Data set 1 0.344 0.482 0.482 
Data set 2 0 0.167 0.105 
Data set 3 0.180 0.333 0.487 
A question that arises regarding the validity of the sequential instability measure is whether 
high frequencies of choosing a different model are due to model selection instability or due to 
the reduction of sample size. Does the 'best' model change when we change the data size by 
1/3? A simple example given below shows that the best model, as defined in the example, 
does not change while the sequential instability is high. 
Consider a 23 factorial design with the true model y = a + b + c + ab + e,  with parameters 
taking values a\ = 0.75, &i = 0.50, ci — 0.25, and abn — 0.125. Choose a2 = 1. 
Generate from this model three replicates in each cell. Fit the data to all possible models 
and define the loss as the average of the squared differences between estimated and true cell 
means. Randomly delete 1 data point in each cell and calculate the loss on the remaining 
data. An estimate of the risk is produced by repeating this procedure 100 times and averaging 
the loss. Along the lines of the definition in section 4.2, the model with the minimum risk is 
defined as the best model. 
In both the full and the reduced data sets, the model y — a+b + c + e was identified as 
the best model. Applying AIC and BIC to the data and we found when the data size changed, 
AIC and BIC chose different models 53 and 45 times respectively (in both data sizes, they did 
not choose the best model in more than 90 out of 100 replications). This shows that as the 
data size changes, the model with the smallest risk can remain the same while model selection 
methods can display much instability. 
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4.3.4 Perturbation Instability 
The technique of perturbation was used (e.g., Breiman (1996b)) to demonstrate instability 
and to obtain a stabilized estimator. Our usage of perturbation is for measuring instability. 
Here the perturbation approach involves perturbing each data point by a small amount and 
re-selecting to see if the model selected changes. For each data point y, a perturbed data point 
is generated from N(y, rcr2), where r is the scalar factor and a1 is the estimated variance from 
the model selected based on the original data. The model selection method is repeated on the 
perturbed data. The procedure is repeated 1000 times and the relative frequency with which 
a different model is chosen is recorded. We let r vary from 0.1 to 0.5 in increments of 0.1. 
Intuitively, the relative frequency increases as r gets larger. We regress the relative frequency 
versus r through the origin to get the slope. A higher slope implies the selection method is 
less stable. Table 4.3 records the slopes of each method for the data sets. 
Table 4.3 Perturbation Instability of the Data Sets 
ANOVA AIC BIC 
Data set 1 0.331 0.408 0.316 
Data set 2 0.002 0.005 0.002 
Data set 3 0.041 0.380 0.238 
Data set 4 1.342 1.128 1.211 
Data set 5 0.717 1.311 1.716 
Data set 6 1.538 1.653 0.461 
4.3.5 Analysis of Results 
The ranking of data sets in terms of the instability measures varied quite a bit. Most of 
the data sets could, however, be roughly characterized as stable, unstable, or intermediate. 
All three model selection approaches displayed smallest instability for Data set 2 with respect 
to all three measures. Data set 3 was intermediate. Data sets 4, 5 and 6, which all had two 
replicates were on the whole less stable than the first three data sets, which all had three 
replicates. We expect the instability to depend on sample size, number of factors, noise level 
as well as the true coefficients. 
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The measures of instability, while broadly consistent on ranking the data sets, varied over 
model selection methods and also in magnitude across data sets. Thus they appear to be 
informative about the different selection methods and about the character of different data 
sets. Perturbation instability in particular gave different rankings to the data sets depending 
on the model selection method used. 
The combining method to be described next will be applied to the preceding data sets and 
analyzed with respect to the results just summarized. The diversity of the data sets in terms of 
the instability measures suggests that they should illustrate the performance of the combining 
method under a wide range of conditions. The results suggest that the combining method has 
more potential to perform better on data sets 1, 4, 5 and 6 than on data sets 2 and 3. 
4.4 Combining Factorial Models 
Yang (2001) proposed a method named ARM (adaptation regression by mixing) for com­
bining models in the context of regression with random design. It uses a portion of the data 
to each fit candidate model and the other portion of the data to evaluate the performance of 
each model. The models are weighted according to their performance in the evaluation stage 
and combined to give the ARM estimator. Taking into account the features of the ANOVA 
setting different from those of the random design regression setting, we propose the following 
method to combine ANOVA models. 
Algorithm 
•  Step 1.  Randomly permute the order of the J observations within each cell. 
•  Step 2.  Split the data into 2 parts. In each cell, the first part has J\  observations, the 
second part has Ji observations. The data in each cell are split in the same proportion 
to maintain the balanced design. Note J — + J2. The first part of data contains 
m = J\N observations and is  denoted by the second part  contains 712 =  J2N 
observations and is denoted by . 
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•  Step 3.  For each candidate model k = 1,2. . .K,  obtain by least squares 
estimation based on Obtain the estimate of the variance from the same 
part of the data. 
•  Step 4- Assess the performance of the models using Z ( 2 \  the remaining part of the data, 
according to the overall measure of discrepancy D& — YLi\=i • • • ^2j=j1+i0^ii--imJ~ 
g(k) \2 
•  Step 5 . Assign the k th model the weight 
_ (<3-|)~W2/2exp(-âfc2Z)fc/2) 
" " Zfli exp ' 
Note that J2k=i Wk = 1. 
•  Step 6.  Complete M — 1 additional replications of steps 1-5. Let be the averaged 
weight for the k th model over these M replications. Compute the convex combination 
of estimators by: 
k—1 
Remarks: 
1. Note that fi depends on the estimators from all the candidate models. 
2. For the estimation of a2, one may choose a model dependent variance estimation method 
using cr\ = SSEfJ(n\ —%), where SSE^ is the sum of squared residuals, n\ is the sample 
size of Z^> and pk is the number of parameters in model k. We will encounter difficulty 
in estimating a2 for the full model if there is only one observation per cell in the first part 
of the data. In this case, we can borrow the variance estimation from the other models. 
One reasonable approach is to borrow the variance estimate from the next largest model. 
This is the approach we adopted in the simulations. Another approach is to estimate 
the variance using the full data. We did not find any substantial difference among these 
approaches in our empirical investigations. 
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4.5 Empirical Studies 
In this section, we will compare the performance of ARM with that of some model selection 
methods in real and simulated data sets. With simulated data, the assessment criterion is the 
risk discussed in section 4.2. In the real data sets, the assessment criterion is the squared 
prediction error which will be given in section 4.5.1. 
The model selection methods considered here include AIC, BIC and ANOVA. For combin­
ing, the candidates are the 19 possible models in the three factor design, and the 167 possible 
models in four factor case (we include the null model as a candidate). Note that as usual, 
only hierarchical models are considered as candidate models. In three or four factor cases we 
consider in this work, it is computationally feasible to combine all possible models. For appli­
cations, one can use a model selection method and/or graph inspection to screen out models 
that are obviously inappropriate to reduce the list of models to be combined. 
Our goal in the empirical studies is not limited to a demonstration that ARM can work 
better than the alternative methods. The simulations and the examples are carefully chosen 
to help gain an insight into when model combining is advantageous relative to model selection 
in applications. 
4.5.1 Data Examples 
In this section, we are interested in finding out how the instability measures in section 3 
can guide us to choose between combining and selecting. To that end, we will compare the 
performance of ARM with that of some model selection methods in the data sets introduced 
in section 4.3. For combining, we choose to combine all the possible hierarchical models with 
3 or 4 factors. 
For comparison of different methods, we take the risk to be the mean squared prediction 
error. In data sets 1 through 3, which have three replicates in each cell, we randomly select 
one data point in each cell as test data and calculate the squared prediction error based on 
the difference between the test data and the estimated cell means. 
We repeat the procedure 100 times to average out splitting variability. The average squared 
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prediction error based on the 100 replications for each method is in Table 4.4 . The number 
in the parenthesis is the standard error of average squared prediction error. 
In data sets 4 through 6, each treatment has two observations. We randomly select one data 
point from N/2 randomly selected cells as test data. As the remaining observations constitute 
an unbalanced design, we do not consider the ANOVA method here. The average squared 
prediction error based on 100 replications are in Table 4.5. 
Table 4.4 Comparing Model Selection to Combining with Data Set 1 
through 3 
ANOVA AIC BIC ARM 
Data set 1 15.761 15.761 15.761 13.464 
(0.472) (0.472) (0.472) (0.579) 
Data set 2 1.731 2.384 2.384 2.216 
(0.053) (0.127) (0.127) (0.095) 
Data set 3 59.125 54.573 56.974 53.164 
(1.580) (1.480) (1.441) (1.371) 
Table 4.5 Comparing Model Selection to Combining with Data Set 4 
through 6 
AIC BIC ARM 
Data set 4 40.027 41.537 32.501 
(1.261) (1.259) (1.313) 
Data set 5 0.040 0.042 0.035 
(0.003) (0.004) (0.002) 
Data set 6 15.166 15.457 13.295 
(0.527) (0.461) (0.401) 
For the first four data sets, the advantage of ARM (relative to the other methods) increased 
as the instability of the data set increased. After the most stable data set by all measures, 
data set 2, ARM started to perform better than the model selection methods. Its advantage 
in risk reduction relative to the best of other methods increased from 2.6% to 15% and 18.8%. 
However, the advantage stopped increasing for the four factor models, holding steady at 12.5% 
and 12.3%. While the precise relationship between the instability measures and ARM per­
formance is still to be worked out, the evidence here is consistent with our expectation that 
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model combining is advantageous over model selection when the instability in model selection 
is high. So when a data set displays a high instability, it is probably necessary to consider 
model combining. 
It is interesting to study what factors affect model instability. As we mentioned earlier, we 
expect the instability measures, and consequently the ARM performance to depend on sample 
size, the noise level and the model structure. In the following subsections, we will systematically 
investigate this relationship through simulations where we know the true model. Even though 
in reality we don't know the truth, this study will give us valuable insight into the property of 
selection and combining. 
4.5.2 Simulations 
The simulations start with the specification of a true model. The true cell means are 
calculated according to the model. In each cell J observations are generated from N{niv..im, a2) 
and 100 data sets are generated from the same true model. The loss is Y^ll=i ' • ' 
fih-im)2- The average loss from these 100 replications is used as a Monte Carlo approxima­
tion of the risk of interest (average mean squared error). With each replication, the data are 
permuted 50 times to average out variability in splitting which occurs in model combining by 
ARM. 
We consider several settings. Some fixed three and four factor models and some randomly 
generated models are analyzed. In all these settings, each factor has two levels. Since we are 
mostly interested in cases where model selection may have difficulty in identifying the best 
model, in our simulations, we did not consider small a2 values. 
4.5.2.1 Fixed Models 
The simulation results are reported in Tables 4.6-4.8. The number in the parenthesis is the 
standard error of the average squared error. 
Case 1 Three factors: Data are generated from y = a + b + c + ab + e with ai — 0.75, b\ = 
0.68, cj — 0.29, abn — 0.12. Each cell has three replicates. From Table 4.6 we can see as the 
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Table 4.6 Three Factor Model with Weak Interaction 







0.069 0.069 0.08 0.076 
(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) 
a2 = 1 0.262 0.274 0.353 0.2 
(0.016) (0.019) (0.032) (0.011) 
a2 = 1.5 0.662 0.73 0.94 0.389 
(0.041) (0.042) (0.047) (0.024) 
noise level increased, the advantage of combining also increased. ARM showed no advantage 
at a2 = 0.5, and the reduction in risk by ARM over the best alternative was 23.7% and 41.2% 
in the other two noise levels respectively. 
Case 2 Three factors: We keep the same model as in case 1 and the same parameter values 
except for one change: ab\\ = 0.50. We increased the magnitude of the interaction term so 
it was not vague any more. As a result, we observed smaller advantage in ARM than in the 
previous case. ARM showed no advantage at a2 — 0.5, and the reduction in risk by ARM over 
the best alternative was 7.5% and 35.5% in the other two noise levels respectively. 

































Case 3 Four factors: Data are generated from the model y = a + b + c + d + e, with 
ai = 0.75, bi — 0.46, c\ = 0.25, d\ = 0.29. Each cell has two replicates. 
The true model contained no obviously weak terms, but ARM still had an advantage even 
at a2 — 0.5. The reduction in risk by ARM was 16.7%, 32.5% and 34.8% respectively. 
The above three cases reaffirmed our analysis of model instability and ARM performance. 
Intuitively, higher noise level makes harder for model selection methods to identify the true 
model and that leads to higher instability and bigger ARM advantage. The simulations results 
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Table 4.8 Four Factor Model without Interactions 
AIC BIG ANOVA ARM 
<72 = 0.5 0.073 0.066 0.087 0.055 
(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.003) 
1
 
II 0.271 0.297 0.397 0.183 
(0.017) (0.016) (0.026) (0.009) 
a2 = 1.5 0.613 0.589 0.818 0.384 
(0.034) (0.03) (0.038) (0.025) 
are consistent with our expectation. However, we are more interested in finding out how the 
model structure affects model selection and ARM performance given a noise level. We expect 
to see bigger model instability and ARM advantage when the model contains some vague 
terms which add difficulty for selection methods. Comparison of case 1 and case 2 verified 
this relationship. We also expect increased model complexity would increase model selection 
instability and thus increase ARM advantage. The results of case 3 are consistent with this 
expectation. Even though the true model does not contain vague terms, but when it involves 
more factors and terms, ARM demonstrates bigger advantages. That makes intuitive sense as 
a more complicated model is usually more difficult to identify. 
4.5.2.2 Random Models 
The above simulations suggest the relationship between model structure and model selec­
tion and ARM performance. In order to show that the above results hold in more general 
cases, we consider random models in this subsection. 
We will consider three factor and four factor cases. In each case, we consider two settings 
where in one setting we purposely add weak terms in the true model. 
A random model is first generated from the list of all possible models for three or four 
factors. Parameter values for the main effects and the intercept are generated from uniform 
(0, 1). Parameter values for the interaction terms are generated from uniform (0, 1) or uniform 
(0, 0.3). A noise level of a2 = 1 is used to generate the data. 
Case 4.1 Three factors: All the parameters are assigned values from uniform (0, 1). In 
total 100 models are generated and 20 data sets are generated from each model. Each cell 
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has three replicates. Each data set is permuted 50 times to smooth splitting variability in 









Figure 4.1 Random Three Factor Models with Strong Interaction 
Case 4.2 Three factors: The only difference between case 4.1 and case 4.2 is that the 
parameter values for the interactions are generated from uniform (0, 0.3) and therefore are 
weaker. The results are shown in Figure 4.2. 
Case 4.3 Four factors: The parameters values for both the main effect terms and the 
interactions are generated from uniform (0, 1). Each cell has two replicates. The box plot in 
Figure 4.3 displays the results from the 100 simulated models. 
Case 4.4 The only difference between case 4.3 and case 4.4 is that the parameters of the 
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Figure 4.3 Random Four Factor Models with Strong Interaction 
The simulation results from random models are consistent with our earlier analysis: When 
the true model contained weak interaction terms (with parameters of interaction terms gen­
erated from uniform (0, 0.3)) which hampered the ability of model selection to identify the 
true model, the gain from ARM increased substantially. As shown by the ratio of mean risk of 
AIC to mean risk of ARM in Table 4.10, the advantage of ARM also increased over the best 
alternative with an increased model complexity as we went from three factor to four factor 
case. 
4.5.3 Which Factors Are More Important 
As we have mentioned, given that the purpose of ANOVA is often to study factor effects, 
when model selection is appropriate, we prefer to use model selection. However, when the 
model selection instability is high, the simple answer obtained through model selection is not 









Figure 4.4 Random Four Factor Models with Weak Interaction 
Table 4.9 Mean Risks 
Factors Interaction ARM ANOVA AIC BIC 
Three Strong 0.419 0.413 0.348 0.441 
(0.017) (0.011) (0.008) (0.017) 
Three Weak 0.236 0.430 0.307 0.334 
(0.005) (0.012) (0.006) (0.008) 
Four Strong 0.500 0.475 0.435 0.597 
(0.026) (0.009) (0.009) (0.034) 
Four Weak 0.284 0.477 0.408 0.431 
(0.006) (0.010) (0.010) (0.013) 
Table 4.10 Ratio of Mean Risks of Model Selection to Mean Risk of ARM 
Factors Interaction ANOVA AIC BIC 
Three Strong 0.986 0.831 1.053 
Three Weak 1.822 1.301 1.415 
Four Strong 0.950 0.870 1.194 
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In this case, a feasible approach is to take advantage of the more reliable estimates by ARM 
to answer the questions of interest. Intuitively, if we have accurately estimated cell means, 
that information may be helpful for understanding which factors are important. In particular, 
ARM's good performance in terms of prediction can be taken as a better representation of the 
data and we are less likely to err when we possess knowledge that is superior in the sense of 
more closely matching realizations of data outside the set at hand: by extension, we would 
hope the property would extend to assessing factor importance. 
We start by averaging the cell means ft over a factor. If the effect of the factor is small, after 
we average the cell means over that factor at each combination of the levels of the remaining 
factors, there should not be a big difference between the averaged cell means and the original 
cell means. Consequently, we can assess the importance of a factor by examining the magnitude 
of that difference between the averaged cell means ft,* and the original reference cell means ft. 
If the difference is not big according to an appropriate criterion (e.g., practical significance), 
that factor may not be important. 
One criterion for assessing the difference is the overall discrepancy across all the cells: 
1  V Ns2 
where N is the number of cells, and s2 is the convex combination of the variance estimates 
from all the candidate models used in ARM, i.e., s2 = Here à2 is the estimate of 
variance from model k, and Wk is the weight assigned to that model in ARM. 
Other reasonable criteria are the discrepancy in one cell of particular interest, e.g., the 
maximum discrepancy in one cell, i.e., d2 = maxilf..,m \i^h,•••%„,-or the discrepancy 
of the cell with the maximum (Aji.---.7m) or the minimum mean (Afci,---fcm) from ARM, i.e., 
£*3  =  I An , -dm ~  4  =  |Afc l , - fcm —  Afc 1 , . . . f c m l / S -
The above proposed criteria can also be used to "evaluate" the models chosen by model 
selection techniques (e.g. the ANOVA method) by assessing the fitted cell means from the 
selected model against the ARM fi. 
We propose no criterion or cut off point with which to evaluate these measures and calculat­
ing their standard errors seems theoretically formidable. However, if the cell means estimated 
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by ARM are reliable, the measures give an indication of the relative importance of the factors. 
The numbers can also be judged in terms of practical significance evaluated according to expert 
knowledge specific to a given problem. 
We apply this procedure to the two four factor data sets we have analyzed. The discrepancy 
measures are summarized in Table 4.11. The letter in the parentheses indicates the factor over 
which the cell means are averaged. 
For data set 5, the measures tend to suggest that the 4 factors are nearly equally important; 
but for data set 6, from the perspective of d\ and D3, factor B is substantially less important 
than the other factors. 
Table 4.11 Analyzing Factor Effects of Data Set 5 and 6 
D1 D2 D3 D4 


































Applying the ANOVA method to the original data concludes that all 4 factors are significant 
in both data sets. For data set 5, The overall discrepancy measure between the combined cell 
means [1 and the fitted cell means from the ANOVA model fi is d\ = 0.374. The maximum 
discrepancy is D<i = 0.471. The discrepancy in the cell with the maximum or minimum cell 
mean is D3 = 0.471, D4 = 0.184 respectively. For data set 6, the corresponding measures are: 
d\ = 0.258, Z>2 = 0.568, d3 = 0.099, d4 — 0.073. For the two data sets, the values are not 
small, indicating that the estimates based on the ANOVA method are significantly different 
from the ARM estimates. Observing that d3 and d4 are all very small for data set 6, if our 
goal is to find the cell that maximizes or minimizes the mean response, it is perhaps notable 
that there is no disagreement between ARM and the ANOVA method in this case. 
Next we use one simulation to show the potential advantage of the method we propose in 
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assessing the importance of factors. Consider a 23 design with the true model y — a + b + c + e, 
with oi = 0.80, b\ = 0.50, c\ — 0.10. Choose a1 = 0.25. Generate 100 data sets from this 
model with three replicates in each cell. For each data set, compute the cell means estimate ft 
by ARM. Consider the overall discrepancy measure d\. In all the 100 data sets, we found the 
ranking Di(A) > d\{b) > d\(c) held, where the letter indicates the factor over which the cell 
means are averaged. The means of the three measures were 5.43, 3.13 and 1.87 respectively. 
In this example, the discrepancy measure was rather reliable in ranking the importance of the 
factors, and thus gave a relative answer to the question of importance of factors. On the other 
hand, over 30% of the times, the model selected by ANOVA failed to rank the importance of 
the factors correctly. 
4.6 Summary and Conclusion 
While model averaging solves some problems, it is not automatically better than model 
selection. In addition to being hard to interpret, model combining can perform worse than 
model selection in terms of estimation risk. Understanding when combining has an advantage 
over selection would be a step forward in research on model combining. It would also be 
helpful to systematically compare model combining and model selection methods beyond a 
few selected examples (as was typically done in the previous publications). In this research on 
combining factorial models, we have worked along these lines. 
Based on the studies we have done so far on the property of ARM and model selection, we 
have found: 
• ARM and model selection performance is related to model selection instability. When a 
model selection criterion has no difficulty in identifying the best model for a given data 
set, model selection usually outperforms model combining. 
• ARM has a substantial advantage over model selection when there is high uncertainty in 
model selection. In simulations, when the true models contain weak interaction terms or 
more factors, ARM usually has a bigger advantage. 
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• Bootstrap, perturbation, and sequential instabilities measure different aspects of uncer­
tainty in model selection. The data examples show an association between the instability 
measures and the relative performance of ARM compared to model selection methods. 
We recommend the use of these instability measures in factorial data analysis. 
In the cases examined in this paper the various model selection techniques vie with each 
other in terms of risk while ARM substantially outperforms model selection when model selec­
tion instability is not negligible. This result is in keeping with theoretical work on ARM. Based 
on our experience analyzing published factorial data, model selection instability is usually high 
with 4 or more factors and up to 3 replications (which are commonly seen in industrial applica­
tions). Thus, ARM is an attractive alternative to model selection in the ANOVA setting. We 
have here demonstrated its strength when prediction (or estimating the means) is important. 
But results are also encouraging for the possibility of developing a method for evaluating the 
importance of factors. 
The positive results in this investigation encourage us to move to a stage of future work 
in which the relationship between instability and ARM performance will be elaborated in the 
hope of developing a method for determining more precisely when ARM is likely to have an 
advantage in terms of risk over model selection. Further work is also warranted in developing 
an ARM based method for evaluating factor importance, or more broadly for assessing the 
consequences of making decisions based on factorial data. Constructing confidence intervals 
based on model combining is another interesting problem. 
Appendix 
A Risk Bound for ARM 
Consider the setup in Sections 4.2 and 4.4. 
For a vector a = (ai, • • • a w ) ,  let || a ||oo= maxi<i<to |a«|. Let be the estimate of /x and 
dfc be the estimate of o2 from model k based on the first part of the data. 
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Condition 1: There exists a constant r > 0 such that for all k > 1, with probability one, 
we have 
sup || - n ||oo< \fro 
k >  1  
Condition 2: There exist constants 0 < £ i < 1 < £ 2 < o o  such that 
6 < -| < 6 
<7Z 
with probability one for all 1 < k < K. 
The above conditions are satisfied if all the cell means and the error variance are upper 
and lower bounded by known constants and the estimators are accordingly restricted to that 
range. Note that the constants r, and £2 are not used in the combining algorithm. 
As in Yang (2001), for the theoretical result, we study a slightly different estimator from 
that given in Section 4.4. Recall that the data are randomly split into two parts with J\ 
and J2 observations in each cell, with the first part of the data containing n\ = J\N 
observations and the second part of the data Z^> containing n2 — J2N observations in total. 
Let n — n\ + U2- Stack Z^2) into one vector Y = (yni+i,yni+2, • • • yn) in the following order: 
1) The observations in the same cell are stacked together. 2) For the cell order, we let the 
last factor change fastest, and let the first factor change slowest. Denote the mean of the cell 
where % belongs to by m*. Note that if % and yj are in the same cell, we have rrii = mj. Let 
rhi^ be the estimate for m; from model k based on Z^K 
For i = n\ + 1, let = 1/K and for n\ + 2 < i < n, let 
2  i = n  i + l  
K  _  
& = E (4.1) 
k — 1  
For simplicity, we only give the result with Gaussian errors here. For two vectors a = 




Theorem 1: Assume that the errors are Gaussian and that Conditions 1 and 2 are satisfied. 
Then the average mean squared error of the combined estimator satisfies 
E II ÂÎ -  /I | |2< (1 + 6 + 9T/2) iM (  + 1 2 ||  #(t)  _ | |2 _  ^ 2)2 
fc>i y n.2 Çi <j 
where C(6,6) = 
From the result, up to a constant factor and an additive penalty (log k) /n, the combined 
procedure achieves the best performance among p^ plus the risk of variance estimation. Note 
that when and £2 are around 1 and when r is not large, the multiplicative factor is good. 
Roughly speaking, if when the sample size n increases, the estimators chosen to be combined 
are more and more accurate so that r —> 0 and £1 and £2 converge to 1, then basically the 
multiplicative factor is eventually 2. 
Note that the estimator p in Theorem 1 as defined by (1) is not exactly the same as p given 
in Section 4.4. The modified estimator here is slightly more complicated and computationally 
more costly (but with the theoretical bound). As in Yang (2001), the simpler estimator is 
recommended in practice. 
Proof of Theorem 1: 
Proof: For simplicity, denote m = {m»}, m = {m,}, m = {m,;}, where m» is the combined 
estimate of the mean of the cell where % belongs to for i — ri\ + 1, • • •, n. Let 
p": = exp (-^ (* - "%):) 
and 
En?=n1+1 1 59 (w -
(w -
2\n2/2 
t=ni+l ^ 5 My 
Consider log (p™2 /q"2 ) • By monotonicity of the log function, for each fixed k* > 1, we have 
( i (2,SI.)-"' exp (-1 J 
h g K + > £ ( l 0 4 + (E^_ ( t - ) ! ) .  , , 2 )  
z i=TU+1 X a ak* a / 
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Taking expectation conditioned on the first part of the data, as denoted by Eni, we have 
Etu | log% + _ (mz-n = + ^ . _ los^. (4-3) 
G ak* a ) a%* °t 
On the other hand, observe that q712 is equal to 
1 1 ^ f ^(fc) 
^£^ i e x p r ^ i < f c + , " ' " " ' + '  
1 
K  
^ ^4^ exp (- - af): 
^ ^ ( - EIU1+1 K Zv/c_1 (v/2^)"2-l 
^ ^  ^ 72k? ^  ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ 
i < n. It follows by the definition of Wk,i that log (p"2 /qT'2 ) = £"=ni+1 l°g (§7) • Together 
with (4.2) and (4.3), under the assumptions on the data, we have 
£ (,4) 
i=ni+l 1 \ °k* ak* ak* / 
From the familiar relationship between the Kullback-Leibler divergence and the squared Hellinger 
distance, we have 
Eni log f—) =[ Pi log —dyi > f (VpÏ - V5Ï)2 dyi. \9i / J 9i J 
We next lower bound the Hellinger distance. Let p and g be two probability densities on the 
real line with respect to a measure v, with means mp and mg, variances 0 < CT2 < OG and 
0 < a g < 00 respectively. Then from Lemma 1 of Yang (2003), 
y\ vp -vg )  : & / >  
^ + W - "^9)^ 
Under Conditions 1 and 2, it is easy to verify that the variance of gi is bounded above by 
C20"2 + 4rcr2. Since the mean of gt (as a density function in yt) is st — J2k=i Wk,irn\h\ we have 
E^ log fE l )^  
9i) o-2 (2(1 + £2) + 9t)' 
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Together with (4.4), we have 
.  s. . ' ( s f c s f e ) ? ' °  >  i - ' - - i  
By convexity, we have 
E  ( ( - < ' ) " " " ) 2  
Note that ^ E"=ru+i «i = «*». Thus, 
£ | |m-m | |=< ,=  (2 ( l + 6)  +  9r ) ( M  +  l s f l l ^ ^  +  4 - l - . og4  
V n 2  A \ ak* ak* ak* 
It is straightforward to verify that if x > xq > 0, x — 1 — log a; < cXQ(x — l)2 for a constant 
cXo = . Together with the fact that the above inequality holds for every k*, under 
Condition 2, it follows 
E | |  ÏH-m | |2< (1+6 + 9r J 2) inf ( ^  l° g K  + ^ E | |  n#) -  m ||2  +C^1 '& E{d% - a2)2 
k> 1 V ri2 Ç1 <7 
where C(^i,6) = . Or we can replace m by fi to get 
E ||  ë  p | |2< (1 + 6 + 9T/2) inf (2^1^ + ^  || #(&) _  ^  | |2 
fc>i y n2 Çi a* 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
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CHAPTER 5. COMPUTATIONAL ISSUES 
This chapter treats some computational issues involved in implementing and assessing 
ARM. 1 
The theoretical derivations leave a number of issues open. In particular, the risk bound 
has been proved to be of a certain order, however, in applications we do not know the practical 
implications of the size of the bounding constant. To determine the size of ARM's advantage 
and the range over which ARM displays good performance, we will use data examples and 
simulations. However, before a proper assessment can be made, the algorithm must be giving 
stable results, and it should preferably be at its optimum performance. This involves two 
quantities which are not determined in the theoretical derivations: the amount of data to 
be used for fitting versus the amount of data to be used for model assessment, or the 'split 
proportion', and the number of permutations to be used to average out splitting variability. 
The first requirement is to determine whether the weights have in fact converged to their 
theoretical value. 
5 .1  Weight  Convergence  
We briefly describe the data sets used in this chapter below: 
Data set Food: taken from Le (1998). A 2 x 2 x 2 contingency table with n = 305. 
Data set Tree: taken from Plackett (1981). A 2 x 2 x 2 contingency table with n = 960. 
Data set Animal: taken from Fienberg (1977). A 2 x 2 x 2 contingency table with n = 409. 
1 Joint work by Lihua Chen and Panayotis Giannakouros. Panayotis Giannakouros was responsible for re-
implementing the ARM software to work in a grid environment, collecting and presenting the output, and 
assisting in its interpretation. Lihua Chen provided the theoretical motivation and background for the investi­
gation and completed the interpretation according to the theory and connected it to the other sections of this 
work. 
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Data set Kidney: Survival data with 4 covariates and n = 76. 
Data set Lung: Survival data with 7 covariates and n = 167. 
The three survival data sets are taken from the R Survival package on line. 
For each data set, the weights assigned in each permutation were kept and cumulatively 
averaged to produce weight convergence plots. What follows in an analysis of the plots of the 
cumulative averages of these weights. The graphs reveal features in three segments. See Figure 
5.1 for a typical example. 




















Figure 5.1 Typical plot. Segment I: 0-100, Segment II: 100-250, Segment 
III: 250-. Cough data set. 
The weight convergence plots for all data examples show an initial segment in which the 
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weights assigned to various models fluctuated over a relatively large range. This section reveals 
a small number of models could strongly dominate in some permutations. At a finer scale, 
this range reveals many spikes in the sequence of cumulatively averaged weights for individual 
models. These require many permutations to be averaged in before their influence wanes or 
they are replaced by a new jump. The frequency and duration of these spells vary with the 
data sets, but the pattern of occasional large jumps is common to all the data. 
The observed pattern in weight stabilization suggest potential for a wide range of variability 
that could take many permutations to average out for data sets with a lot of heterogeneity. 
The saw-tooth pattern in the early section at the fine scale indicates this feature in the height 
of the jumps and their duration until being smoothed out. If just a few potential values were 
being averaged together, we would expect high and low values to be more closely clustered, 
giving a graph with early high frequency of jumps that quickly smoothed out. 
At a coarser scale, this section is characterized by rapidly dampening high fluctuation. 
Initially, separate sequences of weights indicating consistency in the weight assigned to different 
models are not distinguishable. This is the key feature of 'splitting instability' discussed in the 
theoretical work. As separate sequences become resolved, this segment reveals the ranking of 
the models repeatedly changes. 
In this highly unstable segment, the weights are not clear. Thus they cannot reflect the 
theoretical properties of ARM weights. Their corresponding risk performance also would not 
be a good representation of the theoretical risk performance of ARM. This segment lasted for 
more than 50 permutations under most circumstances. The segment was shortest in data sets 
that were small or very homogeneous. Within the same data sets, the segment was shortest 
in the extreme splitting proportions, where the number of potential splits was smallest. See 
Figure 5.2-Figure 5.4 for an illustration. 
The next segment starts where models can clearly be resolved as continuous sequences at 
a coarse scale. In this segment, for all the data set except those with a very large number 
of potential models, a small group of models separate out and get most of the weight, but 
with a sizable set of models filling in at very low weights in addition to many models with 
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Permutations required for stable weights 
Permutations 
Figure 5.2 1/4 of data used to fit. Va data set. 
negligible or zero weight. In this section, the sequences for the dominating and higher weight 
models undulate gradually. Importantly, some of the models do not settle into fluctuation 
around a horizontal line and dominating models switch. By this range, spikes have been 
dampened out, but the tendency to prefer larger weights or smaller weights takes some time 
to be averaged together. By this segment, the permutations are large relative to the weight 
any single fluctuation can add to the sequence. But they are small relative to the number of 
possible splits and continued permutations are needed to reflect the overall profile in a balanced 
way. 
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Figure 5.3 1/2 of data used to fit. Va data set. 
For the three factor loglinear data sets, this segment did not go beyond 200 permutations 
in most cases. 
In the final segment, the sequences are clearly separated and eventually form horizontal 
lines. For large survival data sets reaching horizontal lines that did not cross could take over 
3000 permutations. 
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Permutations required for stable weights 
Permutations 
Figure 5.4 3/4 of data used to fit. Va data set. 
5 .2  Sp l i t t ing  Proport ions  
A central feature of the ARM algorithm is splitting of the data. This distinguishes ARM 
as a batch method and predictive method as opposed to on-line methods which are fully 
sequential or methods which use full data for computing weights such as BMA. The power of 
splitting in the present application is that unlike the methods using the full data, it provides 
the possibility of capturing features of the data generating process that are not reflected in the 
fitting procedure. Unlike online procedures, the current batch setting provides the luxury of 
giving a possibly stronger influence to these external influences and of considering alternative 
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version of how these influence could present. Alternatively, we could think of the batch setting 
being more restrictive than the on-line setting in that we are missing time domain information 
thus requiring a method for addressing how the extra-model influences may have entered the 
batch of data. 
However, until this time, the effect of proportion of splitting in ARM has not been reported. 
Splitting proportions used so far have tended to be half-half without serious justification or 
systematic testing. Potential arguments for half-half splitting could include balancing the two 
strengths in ARM. Providing less data for testing could arguably diminishes the algorithm's 
ability to discriminate between models in addition to giving less opportunity for influence of 
non-model factors. On the other hand, reducing the quantity of data used for fitting could give 
distorted pictures of the models to be combined. Some research suggests this trade-off may 
not be an even trade-off as model uncertainty is likely to be bigger than estimation uncertainty 
(Chatfield, 1995). If the splitting proportion makes a difference, even though weights may have 
stabilized, they may not fully reflect the potential gain of ARM. To investigate this matter, a 
number of splitting proportions were tried with each data set. 
With each splitting proportion, weight stabilization was investigated by parallel plots of the 
weights produced. Assessment measures were calculated at each split point. For the loglinear 
data, the loss is the average of the squared errors between the estimated cell probabilities and 
the observed cell frequencies in the test data. For the survival data, the loss is the average of the 
absolute differences between the estimated mean survival time and the observed survival time 
across the subjects in the test data. These performance measures were averaged over multiple 
testing and estimation splits of the full data sets to produce box plots of the performance 
measure at each split. The performance measures were compared to AIC, BIC, BMA and 
BUG for purposes of gaging the significance of the difference and to give suggestion of overall 
ARM performance in different data sets. 
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5.2.1 Results 
Initial rough splits at 1/8 intervals were used on one data set. This split indicated poor 
performance at the extremes. Additional data sets were investigated at finer increments of 1/16 
and 1/32 over a range between 1/4 and 3/4. Substantial variability emerged on repetition. 
Some splits of the same data sets displayed concave performance profiles, some convex. Some 
had risk minima at a split proportion less than on half, others above. 
Nonetheless, common features emerged. Notably, extreme split proportions tend to un-
derperform. This is borne out in the aggregated box plots, though in some data sets the 
relationship is very weak. Data sets in which splitting proportion has a strong influence tend 
to have a convex risk performance profile, with a minimum near the half proportion. The 
difference between the mean risks in the ARM box plots over the 1/4 to 3/4 range of propor­
tions is on the order of range spanned by the means of three best of the four alternative model 
combining or model selection techniques. This indicates the correct splitting proportion can 
be an important factor in some data sets. 
To gain more understanding of why the splitting proportions had the impact they did, a 
more detailed investigation is required. The weight convergence studies already revealed some 
useful information regarding how splitting proportions enter into the performance of ARM. 
First of all, weights in the extreme cases converged more quickly than intermediate cases. In 
cases where an intermediate proportion was actually a better proportion, this could account 
for some of the flatness or concavity of the performance profiles. The convexity of the overall 
plot could have been diminished if the weights at those proportions have not yet stabilized to 
their theoretical proportions. In many data sets, this is not an issue because only final weights 
are used and most of these appear to be in the stable third segment discussed in the section 
on weight stabilization. 
Even if all the weights are assumed to be stable, an important feature remains: different 
splitting proportions yielded markedly different absolute weights. Any change in weights sug­
gests potential deviation from the theoretical properties of ARM, which is derived as a single 
theoretical result independent of the splitting proportion. While the weight profile of the dom­
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inant weights appears to be largely preserved, with the difference in the scale of the graphs 
being accounted for by the increased weights shared among the large number of models with 
very small weights, the weight stabilization plots cannot clearly display this. Furthermore, 
these plots provide no information on the possibility that model rankings have been inverted 
or even completely shuffled. If the weight profiles of the important contributing models did in 
fact remain the same, the extra lack of precision among the low weight model could be expected 
to show up as a negligible influence in the amount of error. However, closer inspection of the 
weight stabilization data suggests the possibility of sizable shifts in the relative proportion of 
important models. 
The more detailed structure of the weights proportions is revealed in parallel coordinate 
plots (PCP). A parallel coordinate plot identifies points in an ensemble horizontally and tracks 
them as a factor changes vertically. The points are typically joined by a colored line so the 
progress of an individual can be tracked within the ensemble. In the present case, the model 
weights for each model were stored as row entries in a matrix with one column of row entries 
for each of the splitting proportions. In this application, parallel coordinate plots trace out 
the relative weight of each model within the ensemble of averaged models for each splitting 
proportion. The first obvious feature of the parallel coordinate plots is that in fact, by and large 
the models did retain the same weight profile over splits. They were not shuffled. However, 
some substantial switching between models did occur. Figure 5.5 is an example which reflects 
the range of line shapes found in the PCPs. 
In the PCP, models tend to behave in one of three ways. Some models remain roughly 
constant relative to the baseline maximum. This is usually the case with the models with 
maximum weight which tend to set the relative benchmark as well as the model with zero or 
near zero weights. The remaining models continuously increase in importance as more data are 
used to fit, or decrease and then increase. Finally, some models start as isolated very strong 
models and then substantially decrease in relative weight. Other patterns are largely absent. 
The clear asymmetry in most of the data sets, with tight bundles of lines toward 0 and fanned 
out fields toward 1, is significant for the analysis to follow. Figure 5.6-Figure 5.10 illustrate 
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Model weights tracked through splitx points 
Model weights 
Figure 5.5 Parallel coordinate plot. Food data set. The y axis indicates 
the split proportions, from 1/4 (VI) to 5/8 (VI3) 
more details of the relationships between risk and weight proportions. 
The PCP plot may help explain the shape of the risk profiles, even though it may not be 
enough to complete the explanation. The shape of the weight profiles suggests a trade-off in 
the weighting scheme. Further evidence that may help explain a possible trade-off may be 
found at the extremes of the proportion range. In general the extremes on the PCP tend to 
converge forming relative uniform weight profile distributions, whether at one end with an even 
hierarchy from zero to the maximum or at the other end with most models having converged 
upon zero and a handful having distantly separated toward the maximum. In both cases, in 
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Figure 5.6 Loglinear parallel coordinate plot. Animal data set. The y axis 
indicates the split proportions, from 1/4 (VI) to 3/4 (V9) 
some sense, the algorithm is failing to discriminate. 
What could be causing failure to discriminate? Consider Figure 5.6, the lowest split extreme 
represents a relatively small amount of data used for fitting, this situation suggests very little 
basis for discriminating between poorly fitted models. 
Keeping in mind the basis of the weights in likelihood, a range of data might have low 
likelihood relative to the models fitted to a small data set, giving low weight to all but a few 
models whose predictions have a strong tendency to fall within a range in which the data 
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Fraction of data used for fitting 
Figure 5.7 Loglinear risk plot. Animal data set. The x axis indicates the 
split proportions, from 1/4 to 3/4 
At the other extreme, the models are closely fitted to the data set and each gives subtle 
shadings of likelihood to individual data points. With only a small testing set combinatorially 
with regard to permuting for new tests, and per batch of points, it is hard to put them to strong 
tests that will reveal large variations on the basis of which to discriminate. The following pair 
of plots, Figure 5.9-Figure 5.10, consisting of a PCP and the risk plot for the same data split 
suggests the relationship between the PCP and the risk. It is typical of other such pairs. 
As expected theoretically, the PCP combined with their corresponding disaggregated risk 
plots are consistent with a discrimination trade-off. The algorithm should perform at its best 
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in a region where maximum discrimination is achieved. This seems to happen somewhere 
around the minimum weights for the models which decline and then increase in importance. 
The actual maximum discrimination should fall somewhere to the left or right depending on 
how efficiently the unimportant models decline to their proper level of low importance. These 
low importance models will not expect to start to gain importance as the data tilts towards 
the fitting side. For the reasons described in Chatfield (1995), once we have enough data to 
determine that a model is unimportant, then very quickly we can only lose discrimination by 
having not enough data to solve the model uncertainty problem between the now well fitted 
models. 
The fact that the splitting proportion falls at about half and half for much of our data 
appears at first to be at variance with this idea. However, it is more reasonable as we consider 
these tend to be small data sets. We would predict a less than half half split in large data sets, 
where incidentally, ARM has tended not to do as well when tested with even proportions. 
Our purpose at the present is to treat features noted in the computational investigation 
sufficiently to ensure the reliability of our assessments of ARM performance. The data gen­
erated in this investigation have revealed many features that warrant a more careful analysis 
but this is beyond the scope of the present work and will be a subject for future research. 
5.2.2 Conclusion 
For the present purposes of investigating the performance of ARM, the results indicate 
the importance of weight stabilization. The present assessment of ARM in the loglinear and 
survival settings is based on demonstrated stable weights. The relationship between data 
heterogeneity further indicates the number of permutations used in the ANOVA section are 
also adequate for stable weights since the splitting combinations are constrained by the number 
of cells and the number of replications yielding at most 632, for the 5 factor, 4 replication bound 
to what we could consider. This number is much smaller than the (g248) possibilities in a survival 
date set with as many data points. 
In the loglinear and survival setting, a broad enough range of split proportions was con­
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sidered to assure the best performance of ARM was obtained. The ANOVA section of this 
work already showed a performance advantage for ARM. Given the indication of subsection 
5.2 that less than an equal proportion of data points for the fitting step may be preferable, the 
performance of ARM could potentially be improved over the good performance already shown 



















arm1 arm3 arm5 arm7 arm9 buc bic 
Figure 5.8 Risk box plot. Animal data set. The x axis indicates the split 
proportion, from 1/4 (arml) to 3/4 (arm9). The label to the 
left of buc is bma, to the right of buc is aie 
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Model weights tracked through splitx points 
Model weights 
Figure 5.9 Survival parallel coordinate plot. Va data set. The y axis indi­
cates the split proportions, from 1/4 (VI) to 3/4 (V5) 
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Figure 5.10 Survival performance plot. Va data set. The x axis indicates 
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Figure 5.11 Risk box plot. Spina bifida data set. This data set was used 
to analyze capture-recapture studies and is missing a cell. 
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arm1 arm4 arm? arm10 arm 13 arm16 buc bic 
Figure 5.12 Risk box plot. Cough data set. 
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Figure 5.13 Risk box plot. Food data set. 
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Figure 5.16 Survival performance plot. Kidney data set. 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
The three papers presented in this thesis systematically investigate the theoretical and 
applied properties of ARM in the context of generalized linear models. In addition to theo­
retically demonstrating the great potential of ARM as an alternative to model selection, we 
also computationally characterized the predictive performance of ARM over a broad range of 
conditions and point the way to establishing guidelines for when combining is advantageous. 
The close connection with information theory provides a theoretical framework within 
which to assess the potential of ARM in new settings. In the ANOVA setting, we have derived 
the risk bound under mean squared error risk. In the survival model setting, weh have derived 
the risk bound under K-L divergence and in the loglinear model setting, we have derived the 
risk bound under K-L divergence and mean squared error risk. The results indicate that when 
the weights are sequentially updated, the cumulative risk of the combined estimator is optimal 
among the candidate models up to a constant factor plus an additive term of order 1/n. In 
some cases, the constant factor can be as small as one. Thus it is theoretically proven that 
ARM provides the intended automatic adaptation among the models without knowing which 
model works best. 
However, the existence of a theoretical risk bound does not guarantee good performance on 
a finite set of real data. To test how ARM performs in the three settings, we developed software 
implementing ARM so we could compare its performance to that of alternative methods. Indi­
cations are that when it outperforms, ARM can exhibit substantial improvements, and when 
it does not, its performance is not much worse than the best alternative under consideration. 
In addition to the encouraging theoretical results of ARM and its superior risk performance 
in simulation and real applications, adapting ARM to these settings has yielded potentially 
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useful results as well as special challenges. In the context of loglinear models, we have demon­
strated how to apply ARM to improve the estimate of a hidden population size in capture-
recapture study. But how to select a good model list for combining with a high dimensional 
contingency table remains an issue. We have suggested selecting a candidate model list by 
stepwise selection method. This method is easy to use and produces quick results, but it does 
not guarantee that all the good models will be covered with high probability. Some efficient 
algorithms exist for selecting a subset of good models such as the leaps-and-bounds algorithm 
developed by Lawless (1982) for non-linear regression models. But this method is not easily 
extended to loglinear modeling due to the requirement of maintaining the hierarchical model 
structure. This issue requires further research. 
In survival analysis, in addition to combining models from the same family, we have explored 
combining different model classes. The empirical results are promising, but obtaining the 
theoretical results requires additional work regarding combining multiple model classes. We 
have adopted several measures to assess the predictive performance of a model. Predictive 
density is a natural approach from Bayesian perspective. Verweij and Van Houwelingen (1993) 
used a cross-validated likelihood as a measure of the predictive value of a Cox model. We 
choose to use the predictive density measure used by Volinsky et al. (1997) who applied it in 
a context more similar to our own. Exploring and developing other predictive measures will 
be part of our future work. 
In the ANOVA context, given that the usual formulation of the problem is to determine 
which factors are important, we have proposed an approach to assess the importance of factors 
by taking advantage of the combined estimated cell means. The results are encouraging for 
us to extend the analysis to assessing other effects, such as interaction effects. Along the line 
of assessing factor/variable importance by combining models/procedures for Random Forest 
which involves permuting the values of a variable and evaluating its importance by examining 
the change in the test error rate. In combining decision trees, Friedman and Popescu (2005) 
take the most important variables as those that define the most influential predictors in the 
ensemble. Variables that frequently appear in important predictors are judged to be more 
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important than those that appear in less influential predictors. In Bayesian model averaging 
(Hoeting et al., 1999), instead of using the p-value to assess the significance of a covariate, the 
importance of a covariate is measured by the sum of the posterior probabilities of the models 
in which this variable appears. However this method is ad hoc, depending on which model 
list is used for combining. Assessing factor/variable importance will remain an important and 
challenging topic. 
Yang (2004) makes clear that combining is not always a better approach than model selec­
tion. This is evident in our work, and we saw good prospects for developing guidelines for when 
model combining was likely to be advantageous. To this end, we have explored the relationship 
between ARM performance and several model selection instability measures and varying model 
structures in the ANOVA setting. It is evident that we are likely to gain through combining 
when model selection instability is high. However, a relationship that can be used to reliably 
guide model combining has yet to be fully developed. 
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